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VOL. XXIII NO. 107 PADUCAII. KY.. MONDAY. EVENING, MAY 4, 1908 
TEN CANTS PER WEEK
NO SUPERVISOR Of Five Men Indicted For Ballard
OF MUSIC TO BE . Bank Robbery, Three Are Arrested,
NAMED THIS YEAR But One With Money Made Escape
That is Tip From Good John Bulger, Sam Evilts, Will
Authority, But Supt. Car-
angey Declines to Say.
THAW BEGINS HIS FORT WAYNE, IND., HOTEL DESTROYED BY
FIGHT TO PROVE FIRE AND REGISTER BURNED SO THAT LIST
THAT HE IS SANE OF DEAD CANNOT BE HAD TILL IDENTIFIED
Smith's crusade. Several years ago
he served a term in the penitentiary silite tS Firs 46 CANDIDATES
for stealing a diamond during a car-
nival held here.
The indictments are returned on
evidence *retired by Detectives Moore
and Baker, of the Paducah police
force, and Detective F. E. Miller, of
St. Louis, a Pinkerton man. Patrol-
Many Teachers Intend Take. man James Brennan aided in trailing Case Will Consume Months and
in course. ladietments against five men 
were the clews. The detectives did loud be Hard Fought.
returned by the Ballard county grand work on the robbery, and des
erve
iltate's Testimon) in Nee
York County.
Husbands and Ernest Ehnen-
don, Charged W ith clever
Job at Bandana.
Jury, charging them with the robbery
of the Ballard County bank at Ban-
WHERE SOME Ols THEM WILL GO dana, which was rubbed by four
masted men April 23. The names of
four mete Will Husband.. Sam Evitte.
Ernest Eintendorf and John Bulger.
Ii is rumored that no supervisor of are announced, but the name of the
music will be elected by the school Atm man is kept secret by the police.
board at the meeting tomorrow night. Felix 0 Rudolph. one of the directors
and that probably the place will be of the bank, this morning said: "One
e T-eretrOnertMleter letrirmarstndteted-bero+ -n -
Music has been a popular study in the ,eaught. and it is understood that he
schools and this feature will be 'got away with all of the money. The
missed by the pupils, _and some Pas Immo were to meet at a certain place,
trots. whom. musically Inclined chit- ,but felled to meet, and he carried
dren get thee that instructions in the away the spoils." -
public schools. Superintendent Carl Chief Collins received the bench
nage) asked some of the grade teach- ewarrants Sunday. and as soon as
era whether they could teach the .Husbands learned he had been indict-
musk in their rooms, but when inter-:pu he surrendered to Chief Collins
• the Lteleenity miehistee. m levitts was seen this morning
rugated by a reporter for The Sue te- fiend gave bond for Steele, his father
clay, he refused to make any state-'beeeneug his surety. Ernest Mimeo- 
lock the door and open the vault. It that court Those who claim he is
III' uts as to whether or not he had !dor!. who was held to the grand jury 
is asterted that Evitts induced Naha insane will be heard in New York
recommended that the °Mee of super-lee the charge of being • common 
to reeeve him for a short time that county and .will have to bear the bulk
— -- °I3 I - - 
Miss ?gambler, gave bond and the policeykor of music hus dime t nue
d evening while he went out, and a few of the expense of the present 'Riga-
Caroline Hem has been the supervisor have nut arrested hide but it is under. 
minutesminutes after Evitts returned the rob- ,tior. After making the ruling the
.._ bent entered and apparently aseaulted court adjourned until May, 11, whenfor the last two years. stood they know where he is. Jona
,ger I in the county jail on a 
Evitts and made Halts go.downstalre iThaw's witnesses will be heard. TheGulag to Saummer eisewelle. . Bo• ?
'bearing will la* months.' as Jerome
About sixty teachers ef the Padu- charge of being a rommon gambler. 
and open up. .
cab scheols will attend normal and The Itrookport Robbery. 
will send committees to Europe ,to
The warrant charging him with grand take evidence as to the alleged Insane
. summer schools this eummer accord- jerrt,sy was distoiss.,it this morning Brook port . May 4. I Special ) —A
the acts Thaw committeed. The Changelag to reporte banded In to Superin- in police court on motion of the court. Paducah youth 
it suspected by
_ postoffice detectives of having a prom_ of venue is 
asked by District Attor-
Garvan was denied. but as the
tenient Carnagey. Also the members, Sant 1Cvitts, the operator of the ex
of the taroks- of the High school wlu chinge over The bank' building at !rent hand In t
he blowing of the safe nee
`Tekiiit' tliTirettulnier th'extiorestritereed—rmititeec was -eri.seet-Re yesterday 
tee! wjeneaseseeareekep g„,. hea re 
morning'by Detective lAill Baker and Ftrookport susp
ect andia.10715="acatt
i.
work in universities'. Prof. W.. 14. 
york that county will bear eat
Sugg. principal, will study at the rye Patrolman James Brennan at Ban- pal wer.• 134.4/11 together the day 
before Part of'tbe expenses.
verses. of Chicago. Was Adah L. dame He was brought to Paducah the blowing. and were 
together in
Carnegie Seeds His (beck.
Eraselten; of the, mathematics depart- and to in the county jail. All of the lAird's blacksmith shop
. where the .
ment. will attend the Bummer session men will be taken to Wickliffe tomor-
at Cbicago. Miss Ernestine Alms, of row moraine.
the English depa 
ni 
rtment, will study at 1 sa '
In the county jail and when asked for
Miss
ode I
TO GET EVIDENCE IN EUROPE
'statement said: ''There is nothing
gunge'. has not decided which unlver-!• merle. It is thought Mere were but of building& library in this city. Work
pity tele will attend. Prof. c. ,in i
t." He rays he will make the
two is the party, mud the guilt of the on this building In going right along.
Shreve, of the selisnce de
partments, lbond. Itu:ger declined to talk, say-
will take summer work at Harvard. if
he knew nothing about it.
Professor Peratt has not decided Itecelle *vi
e le-neee. peewee.
where he an: go Miss Anna Bird Hustiands is a bartend'er, and came
Stewart will study -at the' University into the limelight last w nter en
*of Cincinnati. Miss Marian Nolete.lhe broke up the "Old Terrell" w
hisky
teat-bee of 1.mtla. has not decided ,parade on North Fourth 
street. Evitts
where she will atend this summer. lie a half-brother to former City
 Jailer
Among the grade teachers there Tom Evitts, and was operator of 
the
"WI many• and a Paste of 164,111 
'exchange at Bandana. He was beaten
einem; the Ilateerster-nf_Tennemiee at over the head_ by the rubbers the
Knoxville. Professor Calvin, pritei- night of the robbery. Buleer 
and
pal of the Lee school, will attend the Elmendorf are well 
known to the po-
University of Chicago, and Prof. M. lice, and have been in t
rouble before.
Ragsdale, principal of the Longfellow. Elinendorf was fined at the last see-
will attend the University of Indiana. sion of the grand jury for gambling.
A party of 10 teachers will attend the and a 
warrant was sworn out against
slate normal It 'Bowling Green. and hits for gambling at Nin
th street and
12 teachers wtH Weed the University KeIttlieky • 
&vogue during Mayor
praise.
Buck Reeves, of Maxon Mello, was
an important witness befbre the
grand jure. at Wickliffe Saturday.
Reeves was driving home late Thurs-
day night, the night of the robbery,
and near his home he met two bug-
gies. He asked them for a match, but
no reply was made, and the men
drove on. It is said that Reeves
ne of the men and he
gave a good description of the ciiher
men.
The Robbery.
The story of the robbery at first
told was that four masked men en-
tered the telephone exchange above
the bank room, beat Sam Evitts, the
operator, unconscious and made B.
H. Mahe. assistant cashier of the
bank, who happened to be there, un-
tools were taken from. The Paducah
boy has been In Brockport since the
robbery, and his been questioned by
the detectives. His actions have been
Poughkeepsie, May. 4.—Harry K.
Thaw, accompanied by Dr. Baker.
superintendent of Statteawan, and at-
tendants arrived here for the habeas
corpus hearing. Baker will testify he
bFriese Thaw YaTele7V -
this reason, but Thaw and Baker were
1 friendly on the trip from Fisttkil 1
Landing. That, says. the inquisiteirs
ican go %a far MI they like with hint
I Thaw's attorneys scored first blood
by securing an order' from Justice
Morschauser in the supreme court
•that the witnesses, who will testify
that Thaw is use will be heard in
Hickman, Ky., May 1—The beget
of education received a check iles
week for $1,000, whet' is the first
Installment of the $14,00,0 donated
of Chicago. Pref. Ira Gaines, of New-
port, who will be prinelpal nett year.
will study this summer at tete Valve's
shy of Chita.).
Many of the colored teachers will
attend normal schools, and they will
attend the Southern Illitues normal
schools ae Carbondale and the state
normal school of Indian's. Probably
more temehers will attend mummer
school this year than ever Intim.
and Superintendent Carnage,- is espe-
cialiy pleased over the large number
it IS expected that more teachers may
attend school during vacation
Niels Memel Meerut'. •
This week will be one of pleasnre
and profit to the Hight school stu-
dents, as a good program for the
opening exaerises has b,e•n arranged..
Th.s morning the usual devotional re-
f else% were held, and tomorrow morn
Moe the Rev. W. it Pinkerton. of
Ghent. will speak to the students.
Other speakers Professor Suite has se-
cured for the week are: J. T Done
van. E.. W. Whittemore and Saunders
A. Fowler.
This afternoon the senior class will
hted S welling and decide on the play
for claim night. Tits faculty has se-
lected this, plays as Suitable. and left
It to the cislib to decide definitely.
Rehear's"), will begin immediately,
✓ and the class will begin to practice
the 01101 chores. (Or commencement.
14S Consus.
The shortage of pupils In the. lists
taken by the census enumerator will
be reduced half. according to Prof. J.
A Carnagey, as Trustee William
Itv el has found already I nettles of
pupils that were omitted. He ireeek.
ing through 200 names handed in by
teachers, and it 111 expected this will
add a few more names to the Bets.
According to the enumerators the City
sfiss short 575 names. By elope work
Padueah will not make any worse
showing then other cities In Hen-
1110(T. as there Is a general reduction
In 'the number of school children The
lime will be mailed to Frankfort in
May 10.
Grain Market.
St. Louis, May 4 —Wheat. 101 ,
••
saggiclous but no arrest bas been
man who wrote the post -card In the
postoMce the afternoon before the
robbery Is doubted. The detectivea
rites were  nut mean steaks
mee.
LOCAL TOBACCO SALES
About. 125 hogebeads of associa-
tion tobacco were sold at the Pados
cab salesroom today at pekes raa
In( from 7 to 12 cents, a majority of
the hogsheads geld being the better MAYOR GRINSTEADgrades which brought from 10 to 12
cents. W. B. Kennedy. a local broker,
bought 20 hornheads. the others
going to K. J. O'Brien & company.
by Aetdrew Carnegie tor the purpose
Accused Man Hopeful.
, Ed Vasseur. the. young ice man
rilI genie. watered exam-
ining trial at Metropolis Saturday
afternoon and after executing bond
for $300 with Cole.. Cal Wagner as
surety, returned to Peducah. where
he is employed. Vasaensebelleves be
will have no difficulty in -establishing
hIglurnocencel
THIRTY INDICTED FOR NIGHT RIDING
BY GRAND JURY
Sheriff Arrests (Inc for Dycus-
burg Itaid and Soldiers Are
lint Helping Arrest Others,
Marlon. Ky.. May 4.—(SPeelall—
Alonzo Gray was arrested this morn-
lag by the sheriff on the charge of
night riding and is In jail in default
of bond. Warrants are out for 20
-others and soldiers have gone to help
arrest the men. All are charged with
raiding Dycusburg and whipping H.
B. Beueett and Groves. Most of the
men are believed to be Lyon county
men.
Under Martial Law.
Ripley, 0.. May 4. --Adjetant Gen-
eral Critehneld has decieed to pace
the burley tobacco diatelet of Ohio
under marital law. Troop 'ill ar-
rive Tuesday for patrol MIT. It Is
rumored a threatened invasion from
Kentucky canned the order.
MAGISTRATE EMERY
ENTERS TAX CLAIMS
Magistrate C. W. Emery has made
such a good ceourd as auditor's agen•
and been ,so sues-morel In finding
property snot listed for tsixatIon that
State Agent lieland L Anderson. of
NIPO field. has All thorizoil Magistrate
Emery to file procesees In his name
However, he says his own appoint-
ment is not revoked until June I and
today he Med three suite to collect
buck taxes on $11.150b worth of prop.
erty, one suit being against Mrs.
Conner to collect taxes for aye years
• $ tineelo worth of personal prop-
erty and the other two 'menet Phil
Steption and File Hew.. to (-onset
I on a k Math DOOM
SAYS NO BETTING
AT SPRING MEET
OF CRITTEN DEN Goal Louisville. Ky., May 4.-- i Special.)
- - - --
owned jointly by °the defendants,
valued at $1.500, and whicll has not
been listed for taxation for state and
county purposes during the past three
tease.
In addition to the recovery of taxes
the usual twenty per .cent penalty.
which goer to !hi agent bringing the
suit, Is asked
DROWNS IN DNEIPER
St: Petersburg. \lay 4.—One hun-
dred and twenty-one persons were
drowned Sunday by the Capsizing of a
krryboat remixing the river Dneper lii
Iictleoff province. Thirty passen-
gers were paved. All were worshipers
uetureing frcm enurch.
WEtTHER.
--Mayor Grinstead has issued orders
to the police to prevent all be at
the spring nice meet at Churchill
Downs. The Jockey chub will ask for
I
an Injunction this afternoon. The
eemting opens tomorrow.
Safe Blown tor UAW
Louisville, May 4.—(Special.)—
The safe in the office of the Boston
Shoe company, on Fourth avenue.
was blown open with nitro-glycerine
between 8 o'clock ,act night and early
this morning. Between $1,000 and
$1.100 in money and $4.000 In
checks were secured
•
W. 0. W. MEMORIAL
SERVICES WILL BE
ON NEXT SUNDAY
Olive camp No. 2. W. 0. We and
Magnolia Grove No. It W. C.. will
hold their annual memorial services
nett Sunday, May IL In the First
Milstein chute' at 2:20 o'clock in
the afternoon. The oath, program
has not been arranged. The musical
program will be decided on in the
meeting Tuesday night of Olive camp
and Magnolip Grove. The rest of the
progrhm is as fellows:
Prelude—Organ —Mae Caroline
Ilam
Invotation—The Rev. 0 T. Sulli-
van
Opening ceremonies Ritual.
Hu run. "Rock of Ages"--Congete
gat ion .
Roll call of deceased members.
Oration - Soy. R. T Wells, junior
past head council jerisdiction It.
Shoe-ere lied pretend, 'Fusel closing eeremo,
4y; worpowr tettight, rooter be Tureel Bpeedicoolu .• Rev. S. B
des night. Higbee tempeirstaire yete Moore
terdage 76; lowest , as. • lets of the
RAIN
Blaze Starts in Elevator Shaft at Th
JOIN KNIGHTS OF O'clock Sunday Morning, While
COLUMBUS LODGE Guests Are Sleeping.
Paducah council, No. 10:6, Knights- BROOKLYN TENEMENT HOUSE FIRE
of Columbus, initiated a class of 46
last night and enjoyed one of the
moSt pleasant banquets the order has
ever spread, after participating in the
beautiful work, in which the Padu-
cah degree team took the principal
parts.
About 50 visitors from Memphis
and Jackson, Tenn.. Cairo and Mur-
physboro. 411., were present. Many
tadierewere-efttertained
special parlor at the Palmer House
The Knights attended high mass at
St. Francis de Sates church yesterday
morning and listened to a special ser-
mon by, the Rev. Father Jansen. The
work of Initiation commenced at 1
o'clock and continued until 9, when
the Knights adjourned for the ban-
quet in the Knights of Columbua ball.
The hall was decorated with flowers
and bunting, 
were caused by jumping. For bodice
..-tr Flanagan was toastmaster 
were burnedsiso badly they will never
F 
and among those who responded were 
be identified.
The hotel register 14294 burned and
Dr. Charles Idols, of Murphysborce
11., district deputy of Illinois; John
Ward, of the same place; 24. C.
Wolfe, lecturer of the Murphysboro
council; J. J. McNulty. grand knight.
of Memphis council, and J. T. Dono-
van, 'restrict deputy for Kentucky.
RESULTS IN DEATH OF 6 PEOPLE
Started in Cellar and Quickly Spread While Inmates Were
Sleeping in Four Stories in Crowded Section of City.'.
Several Severely Injured.
_ S -PLOT -TO
KILL KITCHNER
OVERTHROW RULEcoaries Benjamin. salesman for the
Fort Wayne, Ind., May 4.—Eleven
known Arad and three known to be
missing fourteen injured and property
loss of $126,000, are the retult of e
fire in the New Aveline hotel hei-e
early Sunday morning. The ruins are
still being searched. Many death.;
London, May 4.—A plot was un-
covered in Calcutta looking toward
the overturning of the British governs
menu. The plotters include natives
of wealth and Influence. There were
30 The conspiracy is believed to
have included the assassination of
Lord Kitchener, commanding the In-
dian military fortes. Dynamite was
to have been used. It was reported
during the day that Kitchener was
killed by a mote
TAFT WINS IN SIXTH
Coviogton, Ky., May 4. (Special.)
—Taft men organised the Sixth dis-




Washington. May 4.---The senate
passed the house resolution. appro-
priating a quarter of a million for the
relief of sto-m sufferers in the south
It now, goes to the president for his
s,gnature.
ROEDER SHOOTS HIMSELF
T. L. Roeder. assistant jailer and
chain gang boss, wounded himself by
shooting this aftern000 while out
watching the chain gang at Fifteenth
and Madison streets,
He was filing a shovel when his re
',Weer fell from his pocket and was
d'scharged.- the ball penetrating his
right chest. He was removed to
Riverside hospital.
TO STATE CONVENTION
Special rates of $6.95 for the rotund
trip to Louisville over the Illinois
Central have been secured by the Pa
duesh Republican committeemen. To-
morrow at noon about a dosen will
leave, and the others will leave early
Wednesday morning. The committee
will be gone about two day.. The
special rates are good from May -5-9
Mr. E. E. Bell. county chairman, said
that all of the delegates had promised
to attend.
NIOHT RIDERS WORK
Clarksville, Tenn., May 4.— A
stable and barn on the farm of Henry
Wall, ten rnlles from this city, was
set on fire last night and destroyed,
together with their content, and a
large amount of hay, corn and farm-
ing Implements and fertilizer. The
telephone wires were cut between
Fredonia and Hickory Point to keep
parties being notified of the fire.
which Is supposed to have been the
work of tight riders. Henry Wail is
a non-assOciation farmer and brother
of W. K. Wall, who wits almost reined
by the work of night riders, lotting a
general merchandise. More, bares.
•
.•
there are no accurate means of deter-
mining the missing. Among the
known dead are:
M. 'S. Johnson. of Pena, Ill.; M.
Hirsch, of New York; J. B. Miller. of
Sheboygan, Wis.; .1. E. Ellis, of Car-
sett, Pierce and company, Chicago: J.
Vt. Deviney, salesman for Crawford
& Lehman. Pleladel hie, end three.
un ntl men.
The known missing are: Max Wes-
tern. a wrestler, of Fort Wayne, form-
erly of itt. Louis; Frank Baxter, attor-
ney, of Auburn, Ind., and a compan-
ion; E .13. arty, of Wabash, Ind.;
Detroit Neckwear company, of De-
troit; Mrs. Sarah Hathaway, of Mi-
cabawaka, Ind.. and an unknown wo-
man companion of Mrs. Hathaway.
Completely Destroyed.
The complete destruction of the
hotel makes the work of recovering
the bodies a difficult- task.' Some of
the bodies taken out are mangled and
charred beyond recognition.
Infantry Company D. and Battery
B.. *of the National Guards are on duty
aiding the fire and police forces to
clear away the debris.
Alerted in Meuse:or Shaft.
The fire was discovered at 3:34 in
the morrring in the elevator shaft by
Night Clerk Hopkins. He rushed to
the upper floors alarming the guests
until the flames, etich had been
spreading with great rapidity, drove
him back. His efforts. however,
',eyed many lives.
The hotel which was erected half
a century ago, is six stories and of
brick. The lelPerior woodword/ was
dry and burned like matchwood.
Within a few mfbutes from the time
the fire was discovered the whole in-
terior was a mass of flames and all
means of escape save by windows was•
cut off.
The fire department rescued' many
people by ladders, but some, frenzied
by the flames, leaped from the high
whelows to the street.
Desperate Jump.
R. S. Johnson. of Pane, Ill., Jump-
ed from the fifth story. His body
struck a balcony, and bounded far
into the street. He died a short thue
later. As the fury of the names in-
creased, men and women were seen
lu the windows of their rooms, wildle
imploring help. Some did not ,wait
for the assistance of the firemen, bpt
leaped to the street Several were
slimily injured In this way, Thos.:
, who left their rooms before the flames
cut off retreat, were able to make
their Way to the fire escapes and were





Claude Havernell, of the Fort
Wayne baseball team, his sister. Mrs.
John Hendricks, and John Hendricks,
of Chicago, manager of the Ft Wayne
team, together with his son, aged five
Peale, barely escaped with thetr lives.
Havernell lost all his personal belong-
ings, value at several thompand dol-
lars. Hendricks with his wife ahead
of him, and his boy in his arms, was
descending the fire escape from the
fifth floor. At the third Hoot the fire
broke out below them. lie swung Mrs.
WADE BROWN IRAISES WEED
IN snApoev OF .STATION.'
The public improvement committee
failed to allow City Jailer Brown an
allowance for flowers for the city hall
yard, and the jailer has planted to-
bacco plants In the low,- beds. The
oily jailer spent Sunday In Ballard
county and brought back a supply of
the weed. Captain Brown believes
he can raise bis tobacco in safety




The annual parish meeting of Grace
Episcopal church will be held thie
evening at 7:30 o'clock 'at the parish
house. It is always an important
business meeting of the congregation.
The vestry for the year is selected:
delegates to the annual diocesan coun-
cil In Louisville elected and various
matters of moment discussed.
Flee le-signs His Seat.
New York, May 4.—Stuyvesent
Fish resigned as a member of' the ex-
ecutive cbrnmittoe and director of the
Missouri Pacific railroad. which he
accepted at George Ootaid's request.




Bowies Amk for Goods.
Chicago, May 4.—Jane Lowrie and
Gladstone Dowie, wife and son of
Alexander Dowier. founder • of Zion
City, petitioned the federal court to
restore them $10,000 worth of house-
hold goods now held in Shiloh house.
at Zion City.
CASTRO USES FORCE
Willenstad. May 4 -Castro sent
additional troops to round up labor-
ers, who fought their a-8N through the
cordon about the plague stricken LA
Guayra. The government hasn't re-
plied to the laborers' statement that
quarantined persons are not being fed
Guards have orders to shoot all fugi-
tives
Murray, Ky.. May 4. (Special,)--
The body of Woodson Williams, son
of County CleAt J. N. Williams, who
was kilted by accidentally falling free.
a bridge near Bluefield. West Nerginie.
Friday. was brought here and burled
.n the city cemetery Sunday. Mil-
itates was an iron worker and was
employed by a New York Construc-
tion company in building a high bridge
While placing a beam In position be
lost his balance and fell about 56
feet, striking a beam In falling. DeWitt
sine almost instantaneous. Au; ceele
panion, who witnessed the accidellit,
accompanied the body here. Young
Williams wee about e5 year* old atid
was an exemplary young tuna, He-
sides his father, he leeyes two broth-
ers, Homer and Neville Williams. anti
one sister, Met Tilghman Shipley, of
CITY TAX SALE
The money stringency did not pre-
vent tax collections by the city treas-
urer, and delidquents void by City
leeasurer Dorian bought in by City
Auditor Kirkland this morning will
amount to more than the average of
Past years. The total is .$6,1134.83
of Which $5.940.94 belong to white
people and $893 89 to colored people.
TWO CONTRACTORS SIGN
The union carpenters today suc-
ceeded In securing the signatures of
Leo eogitraetors to the new agree-
bent, (I. We Rouse and J. D. Yancy.
'the failure of the contractors to sign
e new contracts has reused all the
Carpenters to slop working pending a
settlement The disagreement *roes,
over the refuse, if the chrpenters to
accede to the demands of the contract
075 ?'at the .unlon men shou.d not























When forward drives a step:
The horses bend before the plow,
Not need the goading whip:
For spring breathes on the breezes
free.
And beast and Than work cheerily.
The tell that yesterday was gray
And barren In the sun,
I s good to look upon today-
Mark bow the furrows run!
Oh, there's no blade so fine, I vow,
As the humblest blade of all-the
Meet Blade of All.
ir--•-•
lade carves the cesqiies
r Galahad.
he hint of bloodshed
e of farmer lad:
row, straight and long,
its wielder's song.





Cairo Pabsta Let Itown With
Two Hits Sunday.
Paducah Team Vicitere.i4a.6 in Short
Game 'Settee Ailefelp Flight at
• Joliette Park-lese
 !were,
METROPOLIS; WINS FAST GAME
Before the eants and shoots of
Runyan, ?be Cairo Pabsts were help-
less yesterday afternoon in a five In-
ning game at Wallace park with the
Paducah team. The game ended with
the score 3 to 0 in favor of Padurair
and the crowd left satisfied. Eddie
Powers, of Kitty league fame, pitched
for the water rats, and twirled a good
article of ball, but Runyan was In fine
form and only two hits went to
Cairo's credit. so • •
The game opened with Cooper at
bat and be was struck with the ball.
Goodman fanned the air. but Cooper
swiped second station. Williams
smacked a sIssEng single to right
field and Cooper raced home with the
first run. Nothing mile was doing
until the fourth inning, when Cooper
Wed Powers again, and this time he
binged one far into left field. The
hall hest itself amid the canvass of
the airship. and 
sacks while the crowd yelled. Good-
man received a base on balls and Wil-
liams, who followed, slapped another
one to center field. Goodman scored
on the hit, and Williams stole seeoud
on the throe. Pausing an Instant
Williams took anotherhaser by good
running, and while the ball was jug-
gled, stole home before the Cairo lads
knew Just what was up. -
In the fifth inning tliere was noth-
ing, although Hessian secured a
scratch hit through short. The Pa-
ducah boys rolled up frur hits, whee
the-Mg* water tossers could not touch
Runyan hut for two safe drives. Run-
yan'seetehing was a feature and Wil-
liams' batting and base stealing Was
the best on the local diamond this
season. Robinson at shortstop played




French. lb: Morgan. 2b: Weldan.
3b: Dunn, as; Warden, If; Downs, cf;
Sells. rf.
Paducah--Goodman, c; Runyan. p:
Hessian, lb; Cooper, 21); Derricman.
3b: Robinson, ss; Hugg, If; Newman,
et; Williams rt.
War Paint.
It was another shutout, and the
bits were only two for the enemy.
Powers, the old Kitty league
player, was In the box for tbe Pabsts,
and demonstrated he is still tit the
game. Cooper, who played in tbe
Kitty league also, hit one of Powers'
beauties for a homer.
Barrieman, the soldier boy. On
third base gathered in all that came
his way. . .
Captain Gdodman put up a goild
game with the big glove and mask.
The game was called after the fifth




A good game was played at Me-
tropolis yesterday afternoon with the
Brownssele team said the Metropolis
lads came out with the score of 5 to 0
in their fever. •Isee Hart, of 'Pads,-
cap, pitched and George Block played
1111111MIMID. 







ILVER, CHINA, CUT GLASS


















How Old is Ann,
The Zemo 'Lem° Troupe,
Rolla,
ddlk
PLANI PANS NIGHT TO DA1
Iii is 'h 11111..1)
Every lissime in Paducah eitseiwid Kamm
fere to Beebe It.
The back achuit Isecuuse Use kid-
iteeteette AltechaelegL.
Help the kidneys with their work.
The back will ache no more.
Lots of proof that Doan's Kidney
Pills do this.
It's the best proof, for it comes
from Psducah.
J. A. Houser, 809 Tennessee ave.,
Paducah, Ky., says: "When I gave a
etateeneut for imblication In 19(e)
tenets of Itite great benefit I had re-
vs-lied through the use of Doan's Kid-
Ley Pills, proctored at DuBois Son &
Co. 'a drug 'tore, it was absolutely
trete. Now after a tepee of years I
am eery glad to confirm that state-
Meat Lod to SIBIU rt6C011111lelld Dean's
Kidney Pills to all kidney sufferers
as an effective and reliable remedy."
ior vale by all dealers. Pelee 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co.. Hugel°,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name-Doan•s-
and take no other,
second base. Hart was in line form
and bad speed to let, so that the
Brownsville piayets only secured
three hits, while Metropolis slammed
the ball for 11 safe drives. Doyle
caught a good 'tante and Block on
second stopped several hot liners with-
out an error. The game was an-
Usually fast and was played in an




Chicago  14 11 3 .7E6
Pittsburg 11 7 4 .62n
Philadelphia .. • $ 7 -533
Boston me  16 8 8 .500
New York 15 7 $ 467
Brooklyn 16 7 9 .437
Cincinnati .... 12 5 7 .417
St. Louts   15 4 '11 .267
At Olaeinestl.
Cincinnati. May 4. - Wagner's
triple brought in the wiening run.
The score: R H E
Cincinnati  0 5 0






the score: R U E
Chicago   4 8 1
Ettelseuise    2 6  
Batteries-Brown and Kling; Bop-
mond and McGlynn.
Second Game.
Tbe score: R 11E
Chicago   3 4 2
St. Louis 7-  2 4 1






























St. Louls-Detroit, rain, no game.
At Chicsigo.
Chicago   3 4 1
Cleveland •   0 6 5
Batteries-Walsh and Sullivan;
Rhoades, Chech and Clarke. •
SAITHDAT HICSULTS.
Ansevirao League.
Washington, 6; New York, I.
Philadelpbia, 2: Bueton, di.
Cleveland. 3; St. Louis, 2.
Isetroit-Chloago (cold weather).
Natiosial Leaser.
Philadelphia, e; New York, 1.
itrooklyn. Boston, I.




Grand opera has cost New York
eyer $2,000,000 this season. The
metropolitan overabouse has pro-
duced 131 operas and Hammer-
stein's Manhattan operahouee has
produced 125 operas. The Metro-
pelltan receipts were $1,310,000 for
twentrone weeks. The Manhattan's
receipts were $1,000,000 for twenty
weeks.
That the cost next year will be
greater is not doubted. It is prob-
able that the seats in Metropolitan
Operahouse will be increased to nos-
subscribers. It has been proposed
to put the orchestra seats at $6. Now
they cost $5. The seats in the other
parts of the house, with the excep-
tion of those In the family
ell be proportionately Increased.
.Eight new operas were produced
this season. They•cost $200,000:
The dearest was the` "Dionnatlote of
Pause" which coals $60,000 to pro-
dive, and It was produced only. three
I tote. "Andreas Chenier"was pro-
hired last week, at a cost of $10,0041
for one performance, so Mme. Cane
pantie could slug at her best.
Tetraslnee was the greatest per.
In al SUCCESS.
With the male eons:thirds there
noes. among those heard In either
frpfrabOtille for the first time tles
scaeon whose personal triumphs
overshadowed Caruso's, a holdovel
of severaleseamme.
it doesn't do much good to talk to
,awasaiimmiginswingiani, the average man for his own good.
ry Route levelly Jones and Cheeks
Brain. Elmer Collins and Laub
Smith. Lesele Jones will Wrestle will.
the winners of the first two events at
the aame time. Frank Luftenbere
and William Wilhelm. High reboot
boom will wrestle for the Ilieh school
ch a mpionia fp.
"Abell we iaveM Lit this stock or
not?"
"Well, what do you
ft?"
"Kobe about it Good Inyvirts




inaeried makeety to see if his wife
will get bony.
EltIENDS
Mt. Paul Park lincid.t.
"After driakIng coffee f..r break-
fast I Rivas** felt languid and dull..
leering no ambition to gel to nit
morning duties.- Then in about an
hour or eo a week, nervous derange-
ment of the heart, and stomach would
come over me with such force I would
frequently hove to Ile down
"At other times I bad severe head-
aches; stomach fioally irecattre affected
and digestion so impaired that I bad
serious chronic dyeeeirsie and censli-
petion A lady, for many years R
ae.
Poreident of the W. CT. U., told ms
she had be -n greatly benefited-by quit-
sisg eoffee and Piing Poetute Food
Coffee; he was troubled for years
with asthma. She mid it was no cross
to gait coffee When she found sbe
could have as delicious an article 
as
Postum.
"Another lady, who had been trou
bled with chronic dyspepsia for years
feund immediate relief on ceasing
cc•kee and begiaolitag Post= twice u
day. She was wholly cured. Still
aeotber friend told me that Perdue)
Feod Coffee was a Godsend to her
her heart trouble having been relieved
aftr leaving off coffee tad taking 
on
Posturn.
"So many sue!' cases came to 
my
notice that I concluded coffee was 
tht
cause of my trouble and I q
uit and
took up Postum. I am more 
than
Pleased to say that my days of 
trouble
hare dlaappeered. I am we
ll and
',RPM.... "There's • 
Reason " Read
"The Road to Weevilly," In pkgs.
liver reed the shove letter? A 
new
ere. ithercar• from Hine to tim
e. They
are Iremilne, tree, and fall of 
human
interest.
Newt Notes From the Sunday Papers.
•
The stateemat of lb. 411•Wel`Oek tale eptseroilli
ll flt all remanent ifs-
c"fing hviiia hauls' Rif lailt_7
1reeelhietere_
lihvws that the •banks hol# $62,352,- 
Suits aggregating between eight and
Woo more than the requirements of
 , ten thousand dollars were filed at Hop
the 25 per-cent *serve rule. This 
Is kinsvIlle against insurance companies
an increase of $3,16/.150 in the 
pro- to enforce the payment of policies al
oortionete cash relit:Tye as tempered
icolegededsltoro)ba-edvebyb41ennighlat rf°Idreesue." t°b"ir week, 
-
With Use pretuus k
After Ill&exandieug trial the 
twelye The assault episode of April 6 at
men accused of banding together 
seethe Auieriean consulate at Mukdee
dree uegroes away from Center 
Fut-etas been closed. The American staff
nate eere held to answer to the' grand 
has been exonerated and three of th.
jury by judge Ungham at C.adis. 
JaMinese officials bar bees puoished
Bond was fixed at rete in each e
ase, A procession of 60.00.0 Roman Celli
and all at% defendants were relea
sed, lone la s men brought to a clove the
Mrs. Grover Cleveland gave out a 
wrek-loug etlehration of the centeti-
atatement at Lakewood, N. J. easing
that Mr. Cleveland has suffered no
cheek in his progress toward recovery
and that the reports of a change for
the worse in he condition are without
foundation.
The president' has rescinded the or-
der transferring' Col. William F. Stew.
ale from the abandoned polq of
Fort Grant, Ariz , to St. Augultine.
It le said that the reverse of the order
is due to a pnoest ou the part of the
people of Florida.
The eighteenth anniversary of the
1
establishment of civil government In
the Island of Porto Moo under the
American regime ass observed at San
Juan. The labor organizations parad-
ed and several etimmernorative mass
meetInge were h. Id.
Governor Wiesen Is expected to
act on the petitions, for the pardon
of C.aleb Powers and Janwe leoWard
In the nest few days and it is reported
that he wiU extri executive clenincy
IG Dot '
Ott a point of order by Senator Col-
bereon the aenate killed the commit-
tee anienameat to the diplomatic and
asesular tell apprepriaeng $44roeseti
for an eat/lass) building In Paris.
Which was put on the dipkupatic ap-
propriation,
resident Winthrop Ellsworth
Stone, of Puitdue University, has con-
firmed a report that Mrs. Stone has
withdrawn from the world encludeig
her husband and family, to pursue a
mystic teacb.ag suppusee to be im-
ported from Imlia.
A dispatch from Vertina says the
Cs-quieting rumors that were current
on the Berlin house regarding the
health of Emperor Francis Joseph are
without foundatios The health of
ary of the Roman Catholic diocese of
New York.
Eulogies on the hie, character and
PUblic services of the late Senator-
Mallory said Bryan, of Florida, wee
delivered in the senate.
A bill was introduced in the hone.
making it unlawful for the govern
merit to Issue Ileenee to stet intoxicat-
ing liquor In prohibition states.
Time I.. Ford, chief counsel for th.
United Railway company. on trial 0.
a,e.harge of bribery at an Francisco
was found not guilty.
In the event (bat the Democrat-
carry the -next &Attie it is Neel tha
Champ Clark. of Missouri, will be th
speaker.
Baroness Id° von Ituesttnber )
eel her husbaad and thee shut her
In Weir chateau at Budieeiberg, tee
many.
Thirty-four indictments were re-
tensed at. Cincinnati against brokers
en the charge of operating "buck .1
shops."
The Desnorrats of Oh.o will meet
In convention at Columbus Tuesday
to (familial,. a state ticket.
Headquarers of the Repubilean tee'
(tonal committee will be opened is.
Chic-ago on Monday, May 11.
Narsiag bilotbers and Malaria.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILI. TONIC drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system, lee
grown people and children, Sue.
•
"If emithers undertakes to pill
my ears " said a fellow at a street
eqrner. "he wel have his hands full.'
The crowd looked at the mane
ears and 3mi:ed.-Sacred Hear' le
view.
WRESTLING BOUTS
WILL RE HELD ENDER ACAPICIFS
(W PADUCAH CLUB.
•
Lovers of _Itlibeice Bill Witness




At the eel:tin telex Tenors. e seeeer
where stoppei over nigh.. say-s a
trayler, they tot1 me of a widow Lv-
in three miles away wile. Cretins
that the body nf her husbend feel
hi n petrified after !sing ,n th • ground
for five or six years, had sole et Ias
showman for $7.4so cash rite
were not et_all sentimeetal. bete they
didn't took upon the transaction as
just right.
Nett day as I Journeyed aeree
stopped at the house of the w.rdoe
Six wrestling bouts under the au-
8°1" 
lb.'
°(11°I41 Attil"tie tItit' IMPORTANT DECISIONwill be pulled off at the Eag es' gy ni-
naslum Tuesday night, and sone
spirited contests are promisee'. The. I
mate-bee arranged are Claud Reeder!t Cue of much Interest was tried last
sod Owen lielledeub Brower and Hen.iToseday before Judge Fouery, where
lecrge FicklIn, of this city, was
-barged with seeing inteneea
!quart, and the evidence show be
'old Dr. Fizz, Creme and V1w6, pre-
ssed by A. U, Laeviso Co., and
be ems( all went to ow thew bey-
•rages were non-loroxicating, and the
we was dls . as no violation of
be law co be proven.
Th.' decision of the court will act
•a ably with the sale of Dr. flu.
vo and Creme eblet are Pretrarel
and sold by A. H. Loevison Co., Of
'his city.
PILUMB1NO
For lint class Plumhillit and
Oa, ?Ming fee.
ER14 Barr BAIL/M1(1AWIL)
Estimates carefully given. Jobbing
t specially. Old phone 21044
Country Vinegar
Guaranteed pore apish. eider.
Two years 41d. tti gallon jug-
to tents.
M. T. RILEY






We have just opened
* perfectly appointed
private Dining Room







nv.vivecla .s emdmeted tinder a system which
you sntblak of of a- aubstl-
Inserts absolute aelrary. We would
au more
lutes', deg& 'Rite thank we would. Ilduk
of handing you • counterfeit cola in
change. Bring Your prescriptions here
and they'll be filled exactly as the
doctor orders. Phone utt and we will
"all ter at.,! it, ever prescriptions
free.
S. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Sesenth •nd Broadway.
Phones 756
1 61st Us a Sam of Your r
INSURANCE I
AU Kinds at Insurance
I




mused for a glass of water. 'Yellen !and have him near me all the rest of
she learn, .1 a here I had stayed over toy lift'"
matt she arkert:
epee tete- tell you about thy dead ' Good rue Everybody.
hesband turning to stone."' i Mr. Normen 
' 'reit architect. In the Delbert Ito iding,
"And about my silting him to the
show!"
"Yrs."
"Ane they don't think It wa'
right 'I"
"Oh, they didn't say nee h "
'Mit I knew what th, y have sal
tr ethers and how thee feel *bout it
Rehire .t wasn't jest the right thing
to do, but I'll tell you what's n nit
'ed. If 1 kln grt an offer from
it man marry again, and the
• thing after that Ill buy Jim's
•v hark elle ease It for • ratcpost
Fan Frandsen. says: "I fully .i..lorre
all :het has been said of Eire-tee die-
ter% as a 144616t It IA geed
for eserstiody. It eerrtete teotnach.
liver and kidney ces..rders in a enumle
actt effeeeit r and Meade up
.h.• 1.6k • tr Dine re Ii th66
I" •I med.eille ever Wild 404
.1: uzgiet's eirtirth•r; as a blood pure
ner it le unequaled. at all drug-
gists.




You get Madame, well
alsootineti ea rriag e
wbsu I nerve you. We
give promt personal at-
Mathew at all Mum
ANDHRSON, riot, -4 IS
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deat cheaper to-place &lineal enbeceptione to ern
-
Oral mag,asines at the game time and order them •.I together 
Isom
separately, Ctents lon cub offers are now made by etbich imb-
ue. than It is to buyirente magazines singly or eubsenbe to S
heen
scribers to IPOTO,41 magazines an secure bargain prises, so
metimes
ecription ay be seat to different addreepes, it deleted, and may be-
getting ;17-br four magazine* for the peeve of one or two. 
Sub-
gin "rah any mouth. Let us know what magazines you are tak-
0011, or what magazines you want to take next year, and Oil will
rite the coasbinstkm price. showing staring to be elected.





Metropolitan . . . .1.50
or World Today
Or Woman's Home -
Companion $6 00
All (or,, $3.00, Mall Price
Reader Magazine ...$3.09





Both for $3.00, Half Price






















Reader Magazine .. 3.00
$3.50 $4.50
Roth fee 111418 All for PAO
OninPleee SebeeriPHOM esealoglee, wile beautiful Harris
on Faber
cover. listing all magazines singly an/ in clubs 1t lowest rates, seat
you free on receipt of postal card request.
Coital Magazine Agency • • ladIsagpalis. Indiana.
The Wier -Merrill Goinpany,
MAO PLANTS
The largest assortment of roses and
plants in the city, also 25,000 plants at
less than 3 cents. 175,000 other plants
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The Beginning gilhoef Spring Clothes
&I/Yd•
° Du C.
Tuesday Morning 8 O'clock
Lowest Prices  for Fine Clothes During Sale
That Continues Throltshout Entire Week.
WE'VE waited till now to throw profits to the four winds. Panama and alland Shirt Waists, and that's why we say: "To the four winds with profits
Our store has been closed all day, in order to prepare for the greateg sale
Bile, which takes phce at_8 o'clock Tuesday morning, May 5th. In order to m
Petticoats and L;nzt rie Dresses. All these will be merged into the bargain sea
stle will be given to conclude the spring sales and we shall do all we can in the
The season has not been successful for Cloth suits, due to the l-thac at the,
than you possibly could have at any other season. Now, of 
cou}ie
r , ito-must be
to make any charges and %hit alteratiOns are made must be _made at the expens
we are taking no chanced on carrying over a single spriig Suit.
Or Entire Suit Stock Has Been Divided Inio3Lots
Lot No. 1, Lot No. 2 and Lot No, 3
1.0t No. 1-Includes our very best Suits tha - 'Sold for /30.00 to .145.00.
Some are Rajah Panama, good lot of plai enemas, s. me Rajah Silks and
others are Foe ev- Worsted Cloths. . in this lot we give you choice, and
th ire are about 65 suits to selectj in, including any shade or blaek-r-for'aoy
yoa many select the price
• • f Lot No. 2-Iu this Iotarè the pretty TOurist Suits, in the desirable summer shades of
ebknipagnes-for ly selling for Po to $25, and for jaunty little dresses for going away
there isn't w ind that takes their place. 'nese are insile of Sergem and Chiffon




The Store Closed Airbay
Today to Re-mark and itrrange Stock for
Sale That Starts Tuesday Morning 8 O'clock.
Cloth Spring Suits are-not what we desire in our stock; it's Linen Suits, SepArotte Skirts
.9/
we have ever put on. Cost of material nor workmanship will be considered during this
ake a general sale, we are going to include White Linen Skirts, Shirt Waists, Silk
arid slashing prices will prevail on every article put forth for a customer's selection. This
way of prices in order to‘give the bargain seeker values of note.
weather has been against us, thus gi‘ ing you an opportunity of having a greater selection
understood that while we are selling these goods for less than their cost, we cannot afford




Widow, with their pretty braid sleeves, of elbow 'length, lined beautifully
with striped taffeta and trimmed most artistically in braids or bands of silk.
The kind of skiits they have are the 15 and 17 gored'ekirts that have a full
Hare, with broadcloth bands, which make them the most stylish skirts shown
today. There are also the Cornell dip, with the new skirt, and the Butterfly
-all in the above lot.
Lot No. 3-In this lot are the odds and ends of all our suit stock, some in light shades, others medium and some
are dark suits. In this lot all styles are included and some of these suits are worth
three times as much as we are asking for them during this sale. You may select the
one you like Tuesday morning for the extremely low price of 7.95
Lingerie and TailonsMade Waists
The stock of Shirt Waists we carry we could t ot begin to describe, as there arc hundreds of diffent styles in our enormous assortment. We only say we can sell you
Shirt Waists dt_Itt_12thsale r less moneyn you wo.tikl psy for the mate_tial that is in them agd give you thoativantage_of_perfect fit, in the neck and bust. We
do not carry a line of very cheap Shirt Waists oPcaube. it has always been Our custom to only sell the best, however, itiat doesn't mean in price; that pertains purely
and simply to the merchandise we are going to•giye you. The Waists will be placed on tables and and all placarded so that you may select the kind you like best,
allowing you to see the entire stock. Most of these Waists are short sleeved and open backs; at the same time we show many styles of long sleeves and open fronts
which some ladies prefer to any other kind. This will be the range of prices on our Shirt Waists:
A good tortisitentiel It-Unity Waist, open front and long sleeves,
45cworth doable as much, •will be  -
Embroidery Waist, open back, made of lawn or ii rie
cloth, worth 11.25, will only be, during 6 cth:s
Another Waist. with embroidery and lace trimmings. open
back or front that *wild be very cheap for
11.50, is going to be sold for______ .--_12113c
/2.00 Waists, trimmed in lace or embroidery. or both, made
of lingerie cloth, short or long
sleeves
12 25 Waist,, lace or embioidery trimmiug, both, matte of




*2.50 Waists, lace or embroidery trimming, with the new zig
zag yoke, open back or front, with all
the dainty little new effects 1.75
LINGERIE DRESSES
And the kind that will be just right for graduates. Special prices will prtvail
on these Dresses all during this sale.
Our $18 50 number, with a long fnll panel Loot, embroidery trimmed, maile from lingerie
cloth of the very best grade, prettify trimmed sleeves, satin-panel back, $16 with the high Merry Widow collar, will be wild during- •75 this sale for 
Our $11; 50 French Muslin Princess Dress, with Valenciennes and embroidery trimmings, short
sl
quality material, is going to be mold during this sale $ 14.85eeves anti band skirt trimmings of embroidery, made of the best
Our $15.00 Lingerie Princess, withe best of lace and embroidery trimming, pine' front tail
$1395
back, very_aaisty lace trimming, will he sold
during this sale for_   - - .
Our $14.00 Lingetie Princess town, lace ttinutied both skid and waist, $ 1 II C1415
in late design, tucked skirt, will be sold duriog our sale for - 11
SILK PETTICOATS
Embroidered Silk Pettieoats, in blank or colors, very cheap at 16.50, -
will be sold as bruit as they last during this sale 
Ileatherbloom Skirts, in black or colors, regular 12 50 grade, we are going ....
$1.48to close out during this sale for.................
13 00 Waists, inade-ofFieneh Muslin, with. either linen or
o
valeneiennes lace trimming open front
r back, sport or long sleeves $ '1.98
*3.50 Waists, with a profusion of tucks and lace trimmings,
including the long new fronts, with
pretty short trimmed sleeves
$4 00 Waists, elaborately trimmed with lace and embroidery,
both in the body of the Waist and sleeves, $2.95full tucked back
$4.50 Waists, lace or embroidered trimmed, with the long
.backnew dip front, tucked sleeves, open $3 45
$5,00 Waists, including the hest ambers in the world, made
of French Muslin, pin tacked, embroidery $3.95






$5.98 Waists, made of French Mu lin, trimmed lb lib
Egyptian lace, Valenciennes sleeve trimming back and front
sale for
envied after an imported Waist. worth
$12, will be sold during this 
 $4(5.
Our 16 50 Waists, made of the very best of lingerie muslin,
trimmed in Swiss embroidery ind Valenciennes the, short
sleeves, open back, the new high Merry
Widow collar, will be sold for __ $4.75
$700 and 17.50 Waists, pronerly trimmed to make them the .
correct thing, with pretty sleeves, pin tucked backs, very fin-
est of material, will be sold during this
sale for__  $4.95
Our 18.00, 18 50, /91)0 Waists which come under the head of
our very best numbers, embroidery or lace trimmed, the new-
the finest muslin, the




1,000 -WHITE LINEN AND
go on sale Tuesday morning. These are the most generously cut Skirts we have
ever shown and if you try to buy the material for what they cost you at our
store during this sale you will be burning  your _money up. Sonny of. these
Skirts are six yards wide at the bottom and ate made of the very best ma-
t:rial for Wash Skirts.
One lot of Lawn Skirts, worth $2.50 apiece, with-Iwo broad lawn folds S148on them, an ideal summer skirt, will be sold during this sale for.... .....  - .
Our extra wide Linens Skirts, with folds of the same mate-ial, skirt that is stylish'', made and
one of the best fitting and hanging skirts we have ever shown, which
would be worth ordinsrily $2.75, will be sold during this.sale 
Our 17-gored Linen Skirt, extra wide and full, every seam stayed, and a splendid fitting Skirt,
guaranteed pure linen and really worth 13.50, are going to be sold during
this sale for   $2 50
Our 10-tucked Linen Skirt, made of pure Irish linen, one that fits well and is tailor made,
worth anybody's 15.00 bill, are gning to be sold all throughout
this sale   $3.50
Our Lace Trimmed Linen Skirts, worth $500 and $6.50, that are very full and extreme!) ni
Imaly eat, including all sizes. for verrlarge or small people,
are going to be sold during this sale for___ $3.98
We want to make this the biggest season for Tub Clothes we have ever had. The prices mentioned on Shirt Waists and White Skirts should appeal to the most conservative buyer. In order to mike
this a sale of some magnitude, we have tossed aside the profits en these white garments; we want everyboly in Paducah and its vicinity to buy their clothes from us this season. This sale done Tbeaday
morning and continues throughout the entire week. Whik our losses are only on our Cloth Suits, wrhave named such low prices on Tub Clothing that we ire making but little money on the individual
sales; however, we are trusting to the volume of business to make this season a banner one.
Well satisfied customers are the best advertisers any firm can have. By attending this sale
you will be more than satisfied. We have made such reductions in prices that we feel when you
leave our store you will be more than pleased with the package you carry with you. We know that
if you are satisfied you will bay of us again; in know if you buy of us again we'll be satisfied, bz-
cause it's to our interest to. sell to you often, as we would much rather please you by giving you
merchandise for a small profit and have you come several times than to try to make double as much
on you now and never have you come again. This sale will certainly be a great money saver to all
who attend and when the doors are thrown opeti,Tuesday morning we feel like we have values
that you have never seen equaled.
la considering where you will buy your spring clothing, you will naturally want to ccmc to
the store where essortuatati are latest anclutost Written mod where the inot expert fuigment is
exercised in buying. We want to impress upon you that this is the only exclusive ready-to-wear
store in this section. The buying and selling oi the finer kinds of ladies' garments is a life study
with us and is not a side Inc to calicoes and shoes, as is the case in the average department store.
Come here Tuesday morning with the full assurance that you will see the best that the post exclu-
sive manufacturers have to offir; the prettiest styles, the handsomest materials and, more than ever
during this sale, the lowest prices. To everyone during their period of existence, if I may call it so,
there comes an opportunity for good. This is yours, grasp it, grasp it now when your suit for
going away can be had so cheap, when the season has been favorable to you and afforded an 6ppor-
tunit y of a great selection of clothes at about half their prices. This we are doing, and you'll see km
yourselves when you visit this sale at our sto7e Tuesday morning. All the styles you want to see
and at aboutlhalf their regular prices.
tee .
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1 40s3 16 '4134
31  4115 17 4109
3  4139 18 4106
-41.........1.4.,-4126 20 4fl98
O 4122 21 4080
T 4125 22 4083
• 4128 23 4055
9 . . . . e . . .4105 24 4085
16 . . . . .. . . 4221 25- 4081
11 43.13 27 4057
14 40714 214 . - .4034
14 4087 29 4.031
15 4094 30 4097
106,646
Avetrag• for April, 1908 4102
Average for April, 1907 3971
- Increase 131
Personally appeared before me this
May 2, 1905. R. D. MacMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, is true to the best of his
klowledre and belief.





"To dodge difficulties is to loee the
power of decision."
ID spite of the depression, they are
able to scare up a little excitement ID
the Chicago wheat pit.
Some day when a man tells us the
night riders are blamed with a lot of
things they don't do; se shall ask
him how he knows.
This week, will finish the Republi-
can contest for the presidential nom-
ination. Taft will have eruiugly to
Win on first ballot by Saturday ,aight.,
It was considerate of those lAvlags-
ton county night riders to destroy the
crope early enough, so the owner may
ralse corn If he desires
Those Cleveland street car em-
p1oyes are not patriotic. They have,
no idea of giving their service to the
clty any cheaper than to anyone else.
The irony of fate: No one listened
to the tirade of Senator Jeff Davis
against the press and It was only by
grace of the newspapers that his
words found audience.
Maybe Grover. Cleveland ta not
suffering from cancer, but the sugges-
tion that he is brought a statemeat
from the family, and tgat Is what the
Wily newspaper correspondents were
after.
According to the views of some of
tht fanatics in the Black Patch, the
Insurance companies may invoke the
plea of an "Act of God" in answer to
the suits for losses In the Itopkinie
vine tobacco tire.
After touting Johnson Mr the Dem-
ocratic derby, Henri Watterron puts
all his Dern mons" on Bryan and
leaves Johnson a long shot without
backing. Marse Henry Just naturally
likes to see 'em run. and it wasn't in
him to let Bryan have It by default.
THE GOVEit NOR'S TASK.
Governor Willson will pass upon
the petitions for the pardon of Caleb
Powers and Jim Howard. probably
this week. Tbe governor has heard
all the evidence in the caws, particu-
larly bearing on the point of the al-
leged inability of the petitioners to
secure a fair trial on account of po-
litical animosity and fixed convictions
In the minds on' people on both aides,
that could not be eradicated by etl-
denee. The governor has taken his
own time to deliberate and it is ale-
parent that he intends to act in the
matter acoarding to his honest 4IpIn-
Ion.
Caleb Powers has been in jail a
matter of seven years without ball,
although he has had three trials, Pat
Howard is In the penitentlety at
l- ,ankfort Both are men Ilho%e the
average in appearance and lotellect
teeth are rung men. The best work-
:ig "hiss ar their lives hate been
spent in confinement If they are
41.11t) of the crime charged against
them the punishment Is not trio se-
re, if they are inns-spent and victims
of a political conspiracy their treat-
ment is diabolical and worthy of the
\f Idle Ages There are many people
Oh either side of the osreStion, and the
very bitterness of the feeling 'is th,
best argumeat hi favor of the estle
elusion that neither has had a felt
trial or can have one in Kentucky.
If he is innOcent, JIM Howard is
the most sinned againsL He has a
family now almost In "deettitute eir-
eumetances If he is guilty at all he
Is the slayer of William Goebel. If
he did not murder Goebel with hie
own hand, he is not guilty at all. The
conspiracy charge does not embrace
Jim Howerd, except as he is alleged
to have been the tool of the eon
spiracy. %,t:re was no conspirac.
then there 
a e e-
no motive for hint to
kill Goebel, '
We shall not decide the ease for
Governor Willson We have the ut-
most confidence that he will make up
his Wind definitely and honestly with-
out bias, and that he will not pardon
Caleb Powers, If he thinks Powers
can secure a fair trial, and he will not
pardon Jim Howard. unless he be-
lieves Howard has been unfairly dealt
with.
Altogether, we believe Kentucky
has been more foully dealt with by
someone, than has any party to the














HE first American negro who
achieved a wide fame Was
F./Viler!, k Douglass. Born •
slave at • plate In Maryland
heanftsf thr odd name of Tuckaboe, the
name Mal cauferred upon him was
Precierhk Augustus Washington Bai-
ley, trolly au abundance for a Milts
ninny with apparently DO prospects to
life other than tboae of a bondman
serving a master. But Frederick Au-
guste.. Washington was different front
the ordinary pickaninny. Nature had
contented upon him a large bead con-
taining gray matter which could not
be kepi- beftind-Tn- IIIVrin7ce-by the
handicap of a dart skin. When Fred•
crick was a small boy be was 'sent to
Baltimore to work In a shipyard.
There he managed to get a little
hebotaing. a..
Not always is a little Warning a dan-
gerous thing. thouab in Frederick's
case it did prove dangerous to his own-
er frotn • commercial point of view
Healthy, hefty elates to those days
were worth • matter of a thousand dol-
lars apiece. The little book le-goring
..IHnuired by-tlas Anew* tiny pot leter-her
bead the determination to become free
He escaped In the disguise of a sailor
and reside his way to Massachnitette,
where he read and studied to emit ad-
vantage that wben he reached the age
of twenty-four be was able to deliver
a lecture - at an antlelavery convention
In Nantucket whieh brought him an in-
vitation to go to England and deliver
lectures on the slavery problem in
America. Ile had changed his name
to Douglas* when he ran away.
in England Douglas,' rained $1,230,
with which he formally purchased his
freedom from his reentbern ownee
Then he settled In Rochester. N. Y.,
and became widely kuown as a jour-
nalist sod orator His paper. the North
Star. later chauged in title to, Frederick
Dougla.ss' Paper, pleaded for many
year,' the cause of the slave. Doug-
lame had three eons in the Union ar-
mies. He was • presidential eleetor In
1872. United State. marshal and re-
corder of deeds successively from 186




Lakewood, N. J., May 4.-Mrs
Grover Cleveland -returned front
Princeton and reiterated her after-
noon announcement that there Was
much more improvement in the con-
dition of the ((Armee president. who Is
ill at the Lakewood hotel. She says
she has every reason to believe the
family can return to their Princeton
home within a week.
Mrs. Cleveland was greatly grieved
over the report that Mr. Cleveland had
cancer of the stomach. The rimer.
she instate, Is an Absolute untruth.
Paducah's New Mamas,
T. P. Ouedry and fatally left --the
city last night for their new borne at
Paducah. where Mr. Ouedry has en-
tered the wholesale business, says the
Fulton Leader. Mr. Geredry having
been rade buyer and manager of the
new grocery firm, incorporated under
the firm of the Mills-Duedry Grocer,'
company. with a capital of $50.000.
Mr. Guedry and family have lived In
this city for a number of years and
have made mans friends during their
:evidence here who hold them in the
highest esteem In his new venture'
into the business world Mr Geedry
has the beat wishes of his friends
here.
4'. C. W. Pool Contest.
The third series of the poet tourna,
meat given by the Chess. Checker and
Whist club are now being played hr
the six contestants. who are playing
1041 points each and will finish by
Saturciae night, at whirl' time the
,three winners will arrange for the
,final games whieh w.II decide the
ichamplonship The six now playing
are J. O. Miller. Jr . against William
Baker; C. L. VanMeter against Whir-
Tea Sights, and Edgar Warren aellat9t
5he
MYSTERY
By Stewart !Award White
And Swami Mephitis Adams
Copyright, iscr. by MoClurs, Plantes • v'o
(Oositiamed from last Issue.)
CHAPTER XXIX.
!THIN half an hour the Rig had
reached the mouth of the cave.
As the cockswain bud predict-
ed, the seas ran into the lofty
entrsece. Elsewhere the surf fell
whitel)., but through the •reh the
WaVtall rolled unbroken into a heavy
stillness. Only as the boat lineenal fur
a moment at the face of the cliff could
the exploring party hear, far within,
the 60110W boom that told of breakers
on a distant subterraneau bead'.
"Run her in easy," came the
talus order. "Keep a sharp lookout
for hidden rocks."
To the whispering plash of the oars
they moved from sunlight into twi-
light. from twilight into darkness. Of
a sudden the oars Jerked convulsively.
A greet roar had broken upon the ear.'
of the sailors. The invisible roof above
them, the water heaving beiteata
them, the wails that hemmed them in
called with a multiplicatien of reeo
;taw* upon_the_natne sit.Parrow. Th.'
boat quivered with the start of Its Or-
reprints. Then one or two laughed
weakly as they realized that what Huta
had heard was no supernatural voice
It was the captain' billing for the inn
looted man
No voeul answer came, but an hide
terrntisable spree away they 'need Ine.al
a loweplash, followed by a seemel ant
a third. Something coughed vecal•ly
in front and to the right. Treudotes
hand 'ewent to his revolver. The men
sat stiffened. One of thew swore In
a whisper.
"Silence in, the boat," said the cap
lain in such buoyant tones that the
men termed themselves against the ex
petted peril.
"Ught the lantern stud pass it to
rue," cause the order. "Keep below the
gunwale, men."
As the match spluttered, "Do you see
something a few rods to port?" asked
the captain In Trendou's ears'
"Pair of gieen lights," said Trentlint
"Xceit. Scatter
 :-5etr4t•-!--Peorie4a-mmbee4.4-
walla for the surgeon hail etebletil3
released his voice. And as the moil:-
ery boomed the green liglita distappenr-
ed,-and there was more splashing from
the dietance. The 4-rew sat tip agrain.
The lantern spread Its radiance. It
was reflected from batt lements of
fairy twenty. Eserya here the malls
were set, as with getne, In broad wales
of varied and viekl bum. Dazzkel at
Ilmt, the explorers soon Were able to
discern the general nature of the sub-
terraneau. _vzorLd which_ they_ laist en-
tered. In most places the walls romp
sheer and exteemlable from the water.
In others turreted rocks thrust their
glecong ernes upward. Over to star-
board a little beach 'those with Quak-
er grayness In that spectacular displee.
The end of the cavern was still beyond
the area of light.
"Must have been a swimmer to get
In here," commented Trendon, glanc-
ing at the walls
"Unless de had a boat." said the
captain. "But why doesn't he an-
swerr'
"Better try again. No telling bow
much more there is of title"
The surgeon raised his ponderous
bellow, and "he rave roared again with
the sumenone. Silence, formidable and
unl crok. 41, Succeeded.
"House to honk- seureh is now In
order," be said. "Most be in here
iromewbere unless tlelleeals got him."
Cautionely the boat moeed forward.
ortice she grazed on a half submerged
reek. Again a tiny Met loomed before
her. Scattered bones glistened on the
reeky abort., but they were not human
reticle Occasionally beaches tempted a
landing, but all of these led bark to
precipitous cliffs eicept one, from the
side of which opened two small eaves.
Into the first the inetern cast its
glare, revealing emptiness, for the
arch wa3--telele ling the cave shallow.
The entrance to the tether was so tear
row as to PAW • visitor to hie knees.
Bat inside It teemed to open out.
Moreover, Viere,were fish lames at the
entrait7re. The captain, the surgeon
and Congdon, the cockswain, lauded.
Captain Parkimeen reaebed lit' spot
drat. Stooping, be thrust his head in
at the orlOce. A sharp eiciametion
broke from him, lie rose to his feet,
turning a contorted face to the *there
"Poisonous." he cried.
"More volcano." said Trendon. lie
bent to the black hole and sniffed can-
tle:easily.
"Ill go In, sir." volunteered Cong
don. "I've had fire practice."
"My tmetness." said Trendon briefle
f'Decompositiou, unpleasant, but not
dangerous."
Pushing the lentern before him, he
wormed his way until the light was
Moiled out. Preeently It sheirie forth
from the funnel, ellowing that the ex
plorer bad reached the inner open
spare. Captain Parkinson dropped
down sod peered in, but the evil odes'
was tee much for him. He retired.
gagging and coughing. Tremdon was
gnu. for what seemed an interminable
time. lila 'superior otScer Ocipeted un-
easily. At last he could Plana it no
banger,
"Dr. Treudon, are you all right?" he
routed."Trip" answered a choked yoke.
"CulecIng mid "
Again the funnel was darkened. A
pair of feet appeared, the the stir-
'eon's chunky trunk, hi' heed and the
lantern. Once, twice and thrice he in-
haled deeply.







tion, Health and Rest,
4
find it in North Michigan.
Book of 200 Views Free
genner planning Sumter, ih,tinge. Dearelee,
different reef (a, cost and t..h,eralerree of going,
40er Peunayltania-6. I. Through Siee0111S
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C. H. Hagerty, District Passenger
Agent, Louliotille, Ky,
devil of a seal that crawled in there to
die."
. The exploration continued. half •
mile, as they &Grunted, from the open
they reacted a narrow beach shut off
by a perpendicular wall of rock. Skirt-
ing this, they returnee on the oilier
side, minutely examining every possi-
MI. crevice. When they again reached
the Hiatt of day they had arrived se
the certain cosielusion that no living
"Would a corpse rise to the eurface
soon ht waters such as these, Dr. Tren-
door asked the Captain. '
"Might, air. Might not. No telling
that."
The captain ruminated. Then he heat
his flat oil his knee.
"The other cave:" .
"What other care?" asked the sur-
geon.
"The cave where they killed the
seals."
"Surly!" exclaimed Trendon. "Wait,
though. Didn't Slade say it was be-
tweeu here and the point?"
"Yes. Beyond the email beach."
"No cave there," declared the sur-
geon positively,
"There must he. Congdon, did you
see an opening anywhere In the cliff
as we eame along?"
"No. sir. This is the oaly one, sir."
"We'll set- shoat that," saki the cap.
talu grimly. "Heed her about. Skirt
the shore as pear the breakers as you
The gig retraced ite Journey.
'There's the beach, as Slade describ-
ed It," said Captain Parkinson as they
came aoreast of the little reach of
sand.
"And what are those two bird meets
on It?" asked Trendon. "See 'em?
Dead against that patch of shore
weed,"
"Bits of wreckage Sled in the stand."
"Don't think set, sir. • Too well
'matched."
.."We have no time to settle the mat-
ter now," eald-the meats-
ly. "We must and that cave If It is
to be found."
"Perey Darrow meld the sur
geon. "lout can kiss the boot on that
t"k-chen Slade was the truth7"
"Appareutly. Seems good corrolerne
thai,"
l'he cuprite' turned to the other
mound. Its slab was carved by the
same hand.
Sacred tit ths mcmory of an ensign of
the l'nited Star--s na%y. whose body.
washed upon this Coast, Is here burled
Tudeeserele;" and the captain,
with au reverence, by strange hands,
whose soul may clod rest. "The peas shail
sling his .irequiern." June the sixth,
141X141V.
"Hilly Edwards," sitid___the_ caplein,
very lew.
'lle uncovered. The surgeon did Ilk.-
cc lee. So for • ?pare they stood with
bared beetle between the twin graves.
(To be comtlasued its next lease.)
YOU DON'T H.il'El TO WAIT
livery Mtge musket yes feelbetter. Las.re
keeps rear 'whole istildos right- Sold on the
mossay-asee eras averywaers. lensiligeente.
-
lirree Wawa.
Cairo... . • ..... 3.4 a 1.6.7 fall
Chattanooga  9.2 40.4- fall
Cincinnati  2:1.6 2,4 rise
Evansville  23.6 9 4 fall
Florence 5.9 2.0 fall
Joh neon stile  12.6 6.1 fall
..NOTICE..
Wallace Park,  Season 1918
1 The PADUCAH TRACTION CO.
The l'aducah 'Traction Company begs
to announce that amusement privileges at
Wallace Park have been leased to Mr. W.
C. Malone for the season of. 1908. The
company assures its patrons that the park
grounds will be open every day dur-
ing the season; that the usual good order
will obtain and that provisions have been
made for the amusement, comfort and safe-
ty of every one who patronizes the Owe.
No diso.derfy person will be allowed on
the grounds and no intoxicating liquors
sold; no condition will be allowed to exist
that would mar the pleasure or offend the
taste of the most exacting.
The management bespeaks.. for Mr.
Malone the good will and patronage of the
public.
F. U. REIDHEAD, Manager
1.4 in isvii le 
Mt. Carmel 
Nashville -r











Hovering just outekle the final drag !live l• stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
of the surf, under the skillful guld- lug read 26.6. a tali of 11.9 since Sat-
once of Costello% the hoot moved slow- urday mernIng, and a fall of 0.7 since
ly ailing the flue of beach to the line of yesterday morning.
cliff. All was open ea the day. The
blazing son p9-keel tort es--h detail of 
The H. %V. Buttnrff arrived from
NasItyille eesterday morn'ng with. ir
Jut and hollew. Evidently the peciete‘ big trill of tobacco and other freight
one vapere from the volcano bud not She :eft at noon today far Clarksville
spread thelr blight there. for the Nee
of the preclicke was bright with many 
with a good trip of freight and pas
Fenger,' and will return Wednesdar
flowers. So chose in moved the boot
that Its occupants could even see but. 
morning and leave at noon that day
tertlies fluttering above the bloom. But for
The Three State. brought an recur-that which their eager eyes nought
ens still denied them. No opening up from Cair
o vesterday morn-
offered In that smiling cliffsIde. Not lug and 
returned .ast night.
The W. W.. w Ph the exrairalon
barge Acme, made a t, :p to EddyvIlle
”sterlas morn,hg with a lug trip of
his enough to rem the Wolverine luto." passengers alai retnrited last- night
muttered Trendon. atom' 12 o'clock.
Up to the point of the headland and I 
The Rotel arrived from Codconda
back -passed the bust. Blank ensile thbenlorning and rettirned this after-
',ointment was (be receutt. Inorm. having a good trip of passen-
"What is your opinion now. Dr. gets and freight 'so, 
way.
Tretsdonr asked the captilin - of the The Dick Fowler made an femur-
older man. ,sion trip to Cairo yesterday. having a
ge,".1tillOhnolpekiess1107,.111t..,;,wa.lkillsWeasreclif :thee. ecianvre• Flr)/17-ktrirpowntkpar s;tngatucran yeach way. The
for Cairo this
might have been • halieleinetiome morning with a. big trip of freight
"I shall have 'something to say to
Mr. Slade on our return." •11141 the eat,
lain crisply. "It the cave was a hal-
lucination. as you Ithelleof, the ser11
murder was fiction.*
"looks no," agreed the other.
"And the murder of the captain.
ow about that?"
"And the mutiny of the men," added
the surgeon.
"And the killing of the doctor. Your
patient seems to be .a romantic gen-
ius."
"And the escape of Darrow. Hobs
hard," wroth Trendon. "Darrow's no
mmence. Nething fictional' about the
flag and
"True etintigh," said the captain and
fell to consideration.
"Anyway.' said Trendon
'I'd like to have a look at those 1 It'd
roosste. Mighty like sign posts to iny
mind."
"Very well," said the captain "It'll
net us only a getting. Ben her in.
l'onsehin."
With all the corkswain's skill and the
oarsmen's tee-twice*, the patience of
the surf was a lively one, rind little
driblets of water marked the frail of
the Officers as they shuffled up the
beech.
The two slabs Mood lens than Ott)
yards beyond high water thle Nene
lug them, the visitoilb saw that each
marked a mound, but not until they
were close up engirt they read the
nest carving on the Bret. It ran as
follows:
by so much as wiatid admit a terrier
did the Lugar of tock and nebble gape.





who murder,d ut. eglitth)er, hls captain
awl blot shipmates and was found dead of
his deeere• no the., whores, Juno 6, 1204.
Thls Slab It M.MP,1,11 of
eatretn
Ii. Saes epf his ci




Our straw hat are light
as air ships. They arc
sailing on the wind of suc-
cess
You'll feel your head in
the clouds when you've
exthanged your old heavy
hat for one of these top
pieces.










TiTtrhtiman iterirlr'and the champion lady boxer of the *Of
Positively the KreatestAct of ita kind t err knowo.
LATEST SUBJECTS' IN LIFE MOTION PICTURES
AL acts' changed on Monday and Thursday.
and will return tonight at 9 o'clock.
The Georne Cowling made two
round trips frpna Metropolis to Pada,
rah tpday. She had big trips of
freight and passengers'earh the,
The Jew Fowler cracked a boiler
jast before landing at letansvlile Fri-
day and is now HMI up at F:vanst ills :
to be repaired. It will be several!
days 'before ehe will be in her leginar
trade again
The ddhn S. Hopkins will he the
Evansville packet tomorrow morning.
The Egan left for Casey vII:e Satur-
day night with a tow of empty barges
and will return tomorrow Morning
with a tow of coal for the West Ken-
tucky Coal conitiatt).
The steamer Clyde will he In from
the Tennessee tonight anti wel return
Wednesday night at s;
The Condor. which Is being re- [
pa:red at the marine. ass s, urn he
finished by the last of tile tweek and
will' then' return ta itoppg.
The American will leave for River-
ton. Ala., tomorruw morning_ With a
tow of sand.
The Castalla Is haying her broken
shaft repaired and her wheel repaired.
She will be ready to enter the lie tow-
ing business for the A%er &
company to the middle of the week.
Capt. M. N. Mill en -went as plet
oe the W. W. yesterday on her ica•
corserm trip.
The RuaiwIlLord will he In the last
of this week from White river with
eca of ties.
IN OAK GROVE
MRS. MARA' ALENANDER MASI
LAID TO REST 1011.11.
Nephews lictesi as Pallbearers and
' levelers Were 'Needier-tent Hy"
Dr. W. E. Case.
.••••••••..••••
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Alexander
1221 Jefferson street, took plate
his morning at the First Presbyterian
, hurt+ at 10 o'clocki-Iffe Rev, W. IC.
Cave. officiating. The burial took
place In oat Grove cemetery. The
telly., pallbearers were: Dennis Moe-
moot, J.-Wheeler Campbell, James
Campbell Jr., Bell Given, David
Flournoy, George Flournoy, Ca in p-
hell Flournoy and tItarleve Mod-quint.
The honorary palibearirs we-re:
:Pewee B Hart. D. A. Velvet'. L. A.
Washington, Captain Harrison Walls,
Rose and M. V. Cherry,
Men, Maggie Otreientreet,
Mra Mature Overstreet died at her
la silence on Trimble street at - 1
o'clock this morning. She was sick
vnly one week, and WWI dangerous!),
1
lit from rite beginning she was of a
l'cvable disposition and had many
f Who 'HI Irri•IM ber lose. Om
was a delont ineneher.of the Sr Fran-
cle Mks • kareb. She leaves two
nons and two _daughters. Willie.
Tholes*. Katie and Ella Overetreet,
and two brothers. P lAlly en1
Jame. J Lally She will he bur.ed
Tuendity Morning at '9 o'clock The
funeral *111 be held at At. Francis de
Jogrists Randall %envie.
1.11! I.' Jcsa.grieti Randall Ncfhli , torvo rt_
months obi sem of Mr and Mrs'
Joseph Neltdc. of 1.14.1 South Ninth
street, died Saturday night after 'a
short fibres of bronchial pneumonia
The body visa hurled Sunday after-
noon at St Dontface reuwtery in the
routers
Mr. lamas' Funeral.
A large crowd stleuded the fune:ral
lied retrial of Mr.r./444:teh Lucas e
let day al ter torrid 711e. funeral Ira,
at thc reeldcnce. 710 Booth Fourth
*trine. and the burial In Oak Grew.
eimete
Sim, n, nous,
Mrs M S GO years old. of
Dover. Tenn . del early Sunday-
morntng in Nashville- while en route
I., this cft on a birit tuu hit men, J 5.
R.01101. :,117 Harahan hemletyard. Mu-.
likes h ft sclen ch;l111. ii three son,,
and four tiaughtem She frequently
visit,/ leer po,n in pecior‘e. and mad..
many frit nits The feneral and burial
t elk plaoc lode' at !her home in !Meer




Mr. Z Taelor Murphy. Si years
old, died last night about it o'clesek at
let, home near Mason Mills, after .1
rear's illness with pneumonia. Mr.
Murphy in surcifed by his wife, four
nonirand two desughtene. The rune-eel
Was -held title afternoon at It o'clock
at his residence by the Magna'. Emig"
of Odd Fellows, of which Mr. Murphy
eons a member. The burial was in
McKendre. cemetery.
MI=111.•=N••=1 0 4. '
Trowel Infant,
The Infant of Mr. anti Mrs. T. J.
Trowel!, 317 Husbands street, died




Anna Cooper. the Ott-months-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs .1 Vortper
of 126 Clements street, tiled early
/0Ia morning of pneumonia. The body
was taken today to Big Sandy, Tenn ,
where the foneral and barial will
take place tomorrow after-some
Fred Weil,
Mr. Fred Well. *prominent farmer
of the vietinIty 9f Decitehilifit, died
yesterday morning and will be blurted
tomorrew afternomt. Guy Nance and
Son sent a beautiful casket to Dross-
burg for Mr. Well.
Dr W. Pendley has returned
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- Dr. (Silbert, -osteopath, 4003e
Broadway. Phone 196.
--Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
- Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have ac-
quired an interest in hie business and
shall look after it for him. Auy In-
formation wilt referents to any
branch of it wiii receive prompt at-
tentiou if You will call up The Sun
oMee. Both phones 358. Z. J. Pax-
ton.
--Straw Ind Panama hats cleaned.
guaranteed. New York Shine Parlor,
408% Broadway.
-We can give you the finest car-
riages in the city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our pikes are low-
er than these charged for like service
in any city in Americe. Our service
* second to none, and the beet in tido
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
- -If you want a nice lawn sow
Brunson's lawn grass seed. Flower
seed that grow.. Brunson's Flower
Shop, 529 Broadway.
-- For Mouse numbers, door plates,
braes stencils. brass and aluminum
cheeks of all k.nds, rubber type signs.
markers. See The Diamond Stamp
%Vorks. 115 South Third. Phone 158,
-Cameras. Cameras, Cameras. and
/umiak -supplies of all kinds at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-W. F. Perry, painter and dreo-
rator. estimates furnished, prices rea-
sterratrhs7---rmt
residence 136 Clark.
- • Mr. ()gear Iiiett has severed his
cennection a ith Chas. Sikthael and Sc-
'., pted a Weller one with Ben Miehael.
211 Broadway. where_he will  be
piesiseci Ii Wee all his friends.
For earring guests from Unice'
• slIion 44. ellt, the management
° 
of Hotel lichnedere Ma 'secured an
•
ant b ti meet all train.. The
at ttttttt went - into service this
It has been overhauled and
1-roveled with a top to usie in inclem-
cut weather.
While mingling with the crowds
in town Saturda) Mr Oscar Holland,
a transfer man of Murray. lost a
peckithook containing $15. Mr. Hol-
land bee. wee be was robbed b) a pick-
pocket
lire iforace Rivers and I. L.
Smelt vrtll move their (MCC Toone.
from ratifilij•trect anti Bruadagy to
O,11111.4 r and ill Fraternity bteld-
lbw
The Store room at 218 BreadWay4
fermerly us upted li) Hank Meg is
Niue divided and when the alteration
eonipleted will be worupled on one
eide by the Western 1 teen Telegraph
compsiny and a r ettaurant will be
tou tied Ott the ether
Me X M Willis. eeideni fir
Pailticato Typnevetsiriesi erniente.
I.) Ma)fleed Saturde) to detribute
fund. that have- been raised by the
It:elm-eh printers tu al.nist the strtk-
lug rs, who left the
employ of the Mayfield Woolen mills
Padueah union men arc ainthitino the
earment workers until their itslerna•
Iienal union buttes Ming 0trike
bovente.
-The McCracken Omni) Medical
eocietv meet tomorrow night in
the ogle, of Dr. 11 el Revnolde.
Smith Ithith stoset. Dr. Ed Young






%n amend. ii petition was flied In
• •cli it court today In thy ease of
• tbe Band- and Trust romps/h.
against • e rtr , oletate in
which to a asked that h,
ale d compelling MTS. K11*. Craig.
lersey of the Craig hotel, to par Into
"emit the $2:"..i per month rent on the
Craig hotel, on the claim Ihat Jano•
ie. Wiihlitt. administratur of the ('S-
lat, without bond is MSOIY•Mi II
:Oro wave. 4bni the first mortgage
eels against the flegiste r Newspaper
elan! a ,ting to $740511 ant own-
ed b. O.. Mrs. Ella With. tno volute.
Ii.. made silbject to the judgment ole-
o o,r•d bs the bank• against Wilbeim




In tlic heed of the sertIpU-
lees housewife, spring clean-
ing awl hug lettninalore Sn
indissoitibly tisikod - a n d
rightly so. Bug extermina-
tors, insect powders and moth
balls are as tweet:eery to house
cleaning as soarv and water
and we have•the best line .of
theni that emu bv bought. We
handle the Diamond Brand of
pure Dalmatian Insect Poled.'






46 I Inadway warms 77
-111***".
from relearn, where be purchased
mime nMee equipment
Attorney Oharies Greenharn went to
leddyvtile thin morals; to attend the
Opelline , Clinindt court. From
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
•Wao......1•••••••••••
Paducah Roy Wins Additional Meteors,
Mr. James Wheeler, the talented
young eon ot Mr and Mrs. Charles K.
Wheeler, 60-2 Kentucky Avenue, has
been selected as valedictorian of his
class at the Elescopal High School in
Alexandria. Va. The commencement
exercises will be held from June 12
to 17 and Mrs. Wheeler and Miss
Mary Wheeler will attend.
Mr. Wheeler has carried off the
honors of his class each year since he
has been at the school. Last year he
eon the Randolph Falrfax moda!,
which is the highest honor given le
the school and a noteworthy achieve-
ment.
Pienatit Erstertainieteat at Maxon's.
An enjoyable box Sofial was given
on Saturday night at the Christian
church at Maxon's Mill for the benefit
of the church. It was quite an unique
affair. The boxes brought by the
girls contained a silk necktie and
those brought by the boys contained a
silk handkerchief, these when niatch-
ed gave partners for the evening and
the boys were entertained by the
Otis sith a lunch after ihe program.
A number of Paducahatts went out
fer the entertainment which was quite
g social occasion.
The following numbers were includ-
ed in the program:
Vocal solo, "Pace to Fa('e"-Mias
Mary Byrd, Paducah.
Vocal solo. "Good Night, Little
-X4gleCe‘e_Are_e_ItilL left e-
burger. or Paducah.
Resoling, "The Road to Ileaven",--
Mies Allie I). Foster, Paducah.
Violin onte--11e. Sam Crossland,
Mayfield.
jflij_ Miss estante Payne., La
Center.
Recitation, "A Trip to the Poor-
tiouse"--Miee Lucy Choles, Mason's
MI11.
Minstar l'oung Comity Marry in Me-
tropelie Late iint MON)" AnC•11011,111.
MtSs Gertrude Tucker and Mr.
Charlet Murphy, of Paducah, went to
Ifetropolle on Saturday afternoon and.,
were quietly married at the home of
the Rev. W. M Rk-e. The ceremony
em performed by the Hey. Mr. -RI-eq..
mt.) were accompanied to Metropolis
by Mr. and Mrs Clyde Young, el this
eey. The party went down to Me-
tropolis it t: 30 "Velma on the steam.
•-r Cowling and returned at 9 o'clock
mi the Dick Fowls r. The tiride wore
* iwetts traveling guit ef blue cloth
with list to harmonize.
Tbe calorie halm a large circle of
friends who a-ore folealuintly stir-
prIved to the announcement of the
re-delete when fluids. here. Abe bride
Is the attracthe iend accomplished
entire daugeter of MT. and 11 111. W.
Id 1111eletiffe7t-VIRSITIr wee..it
The bridegroom is connected with the
Columbia Mamfacturing comiany in
Slechanicaburg. and Is a popular and
onterprising' young. business Man,
They will make their home with Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Young, 193ie Broad
street.
radllell II lllll Ail Will RePrrOelit 1.6".
E111•11 cesninittee at State Fed-
eratiose.
Dr Delia ('alcine!i will represent
the Pure rood eoniMitte*. of the State
rederstan of Woman's Aube with a
paper at the Federation meeting here
June 1). Caldwell is a member
of the eonimiltee and the Alarming
MInat,1112 N Breed, of Louisville, has
appointed her on the program Dr.
Caldwell will nil-et the eubjeet in a
clear and vignrous way and the choice
Amid rue have been • better one.
Maganse Club la Compilloweet to
• Visitors.
Mrs, Robert Becker Philepit ho host-
.14 of the Magazine club on Tuesday
mornitig at her country home, Wood-
lend, In honor of her home. pesos.
Mrs John Arnold Bell and Mrs. Frani(
3 Watts, who are prominent club
women of Nashville. Tenn. Fonse of
'he current magastnee will he featured
to y Mrs Charles K. -.Wheeler. Mrs.
tesesgs. e. Wallace. Mrs. ledward II.
itringhtiret, Mrs Frank L. Scott and
Mites {Wen Bellitt Lowry It will he
the final meeting of the club for the
season and a more than usual social
'seem Diem Club to Wet With Mho
Kirchnit.
Miss Theresa Kircheff will enter-
tain the Carpe Nem club on Tuesday
"%Piling at her hone, on The Pines
road. •
fiord roily for Tnewhily Afternoon,
Mrs Thomas Crawford 205
leountain avenue. veill entertain at
erds on Tuesday afternoon at her
Some.
elatinee Mad.' Club to Have Recital.
Ti,' Malloy.. Musical club is mak-
ing arrangements to have the Verdi
Operate- Vocal Quartett. of Chicago.
n a recital about May 25 Mr. Witte
and Mr. Titus, the male members of
the quartett5 have both been heard In
recital work in this city. and Pollisella
well emitted voices. .It will be a
musical event In Paducah.
• -
'Mr. and Ws. Charles S. eerie. of
Toledo, arrived this morning from
French leek Springs on a visit to Mr
and Mrs. H. .1. Jeffery, of theellecht
1there he all go to Louisville to look and Mrs. Alice Brame,
 of Cairo, ar-
after some interests of the Ayer-Lord rived • este rday and br
e guest* Of
Tie company, for whk•h he DI the chief ?•1101 Edna Kneel's, 904 B
roadway.
. __. _ .
attorney.
Mrs. W. L Young, 1213-Broadway,
was operated on at -Riverside hospital
this afternoon at 3 O'clock for stom-
ach trouble.
Mr. Edwin Riley, 714 South Fcfurth
street, of the postoMce force. return-
ed to work this morning after an ill-
ness with malaria.
Mr. H. II. Loving went to Dyers-
burg. Tenn., this morning on a busi-
ness trip. •
Mr. J. 0. Rutter, cashier of the
Bank of Hardhi, Iii in the city.
51(. Robertson, Charles Skaggs anti
D L. Redden, of Murray, are in the
city.
Mr L. Robertson returned from
Murray at noon where he spent Sun-
day with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Berry, of Smith-
land, are vialtling in Bo; city today
and they will leave tonight for Smith-
land, Texas, where they will make
their future home. Mr. S. P. Berry,
of Smithiand, Ky., will accompany his
parents to their new borne and then
return.
. Mrs. Sallie Morrow and Miss Emile
Morrow will leave tonight for Men,-
phis to visit. -
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hall, of Graham-
ville, are the parents of a girl baby.
Mr. Williarn_Leonard, of No. 2 fire
station, who sprained his right ankle
during a lire drill, is improving and
will be able to return to work In a
few da)s.
Miss Dora M. Smith, of Hickman,
is the guest of Mies Elizabeth Strong,
secretary Of Riverside hospital. Mies
Smith will be In 117--elir
Its) 5.
Mr. Hartiedge, of Lewisville, will
'return home tonight after a visit to
friends at Lone Oak.,
Mr. and Mrse-Ci. Ze -Umbeugh. ;Ile
South Eleventh street. have returned
front Louisville, where Mrs. Crnbaugh
has been the past month for her
itealth. etre. Cmbaugh is somewhat
intioroved.
Mr. C. G. Kelly, secretary of the
school board, Is still confined to his
twine, 90.5 South Third street. Mr.
Kelly had a bad night lest' night, and
the seriousness of his illness cannot
be told yet. ..
Mr. George W. Downs, a prominent
tobacco buyer of Murray, is in the
city.
Dr. 0 R. Kidd will leave tonight
for Hampten a a three days' blueness
DIP. . .. .
Dr. H. P. Sights returned last night
from Henderson, where -he performed.
an operation on Mrs.. Deniee. Niles.
for appendicitis. Mr. Niles Is a relay
five of Dr Sights.
Mrs Prank Carmen and daughter.
Miss Gladys, left early this morning-
I for .%rkansas City, Ark., to visit Mr.
Tom Coburn who was recently mar-
Mad. -
William M. Reed is improv-
hue rapidly ie Ilaweon Springs and
!witi return home about the middle of
this week.
Miss Mayme Heath. of St. Louie. Is
visiting friends in the city.
tete Walter Smedley, deputy county
clerk, has returned from St. Louts,
e-here he spent several days recuper-
ating after completing the arduous
task of making out the recapitulation
and copy of the assessor's books.
Mr. John S. Strecker. of Columbus.
Ga., formerly manager of the Padu-
cah' Traction company, arrived at
noon -from Columbus. Ga., on a busi-
ness trip in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. James 1 Meadows,
I It Lexington. Tenn.. returned home
this afternoon after visiting Mrs. Wil-
meth Rooks. Fifth and Clark streets.
Mr. Charles Mcelatn, a former Pa-
ducah boy, now Meng in Owensboro.
spent Sunday in the city visiting his
father. Mr. J. R. McClain,
Miss Isreyetle Soule has returned
from Cincinnati, where she has been
attending the College of Musk' for the
peke year.
Miss Aline Raghy left Sunday in
attend the May ?Allele Festival. She
viii spend the week in Cincinnati and
will visit in 'Louise-111e on lee way
home. Mr. Emmet Rugby who pee,
tonight to OincInnett to join his sis-
ter, will be the guest of friends in
!sentare Ohio, before returning.
Miss Julie Scott, 725 Madison
street, arrived home Saturday from a
nine months' stay in Washington. M.
(' She Attlee! Miss Mary Walker
and Miss Evelyn Walker, at Fontelle.
Virginia, en route home.
Mr and Mrs. C. M. Harding, of
924 North Ninth street. are the proud
parents of a boy. born last night.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I.. Harper return-
ee this morning from La Center.
where they spent Sunday with Mrs.
Harper's parents.
Mee. E. J. -Pettit, of len9 Trimble
street, and Mies Mary fleaffer. of
Mount Vernon. 0., went to Metropolis
!today to visit gm cal Rush, Mrs.PeItit's mother.
1 Mhos Edith- Seholield has returned
to her home in Chicago after a week's
veet with Mr. and Mai F. C. Hass-
man. le14 Broadway.
Mr. Hart Schmidt and wife, of St.
Louis, former Paducahans. are In the
city visiting friends and relatives.
Col. John Theobold, of the Mayfield
road, who has been Ill of pneumonia,
i has recovered and was in the city
')awl erday.
i Mrs. Edmund M. Post. of Paden*
after attending the D. A. R. congr.sè,
where her brightness and charm made
her many friends, is now in Rich-
flats.. mond, Va., the guest of her sister.
Mr. Al Davidson and Mr J. K Mrs. Cook Husbands.-Courier-,lour-
Greer, wetit to ('afro the morning. mil Washington Letter.
We Virgil gebean, of Marray, is • Mrs H. G. Crosby, of Metropolis.
'n the city. Its visiting her *loiter, Mrs. John Me-
ter. J. W. Permitter has returned Creary, of Harahan boulevard.
1 Mr. and Mrs. J. E MeKeel. of May-
field, were in the rely Seemlier Mr.
McKee! is Secretary of el" Merit
Pants company. -
Mimes Nellie and Myrtle Knight
Miss Nellie Grogane_Wilo eat oper-
ated on at the IllinoisCentral hospital
for appendicitis some time ago, is im-
proving rapidly and will soon tse able
to leave the hospital.
Jasper Lingo, whose skull wee
crushed while attempting to, board a
moving freight train at the Union
station ten days ago, continues to im-
',love at Riverside hospital and it is
now believed he will recover
A boy was born to Mr. and Mrs. R.
8. Itavis Saturday.
Captain James Owen is quite ill at
his home, 824 North Sixth street.
Mr. David We-gel is ill at the home
of his son-in-law, MT. August Kerth,
815 South Fifth street.
Mies -Lillian Morton arrived yes-
terday from Princeton on a visit to
Min Mae Frederick, of North Sixth
St reet.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Mr. Ruth-
erford Baldry returned yesterdaY
from Frankfort., where they tooketwo
negro women to the state prison. •
Messrs. Edwin Wilson. Douglas
Nash intsiejeteurge McFadden, of St.
Louis, but former Paducah boys, were
P the city yesterday.
- Mr. and Mrs. Clay G. Lemon, of
Mayfield. returned 'home last night
after a visit to Mrs. Lemon's parents,





Main eiedietriuni Is in the Hands of
the Ilecorators--Heriee of
Sermons. e
Yoethful We' as illustrated by the
life of St. Paul. He closed his series
of sermons on the Ten Command-
ments last evening with the ninth corn
ruandment. reserving the last for a
sermon to be used later.
1.7"-4.---.EWS OF COURTS I
In iiankruptc).
Judge le W. Bagb), referee in
bankruptcs, has deferred until the
last of this week the time of taking
proof in the 'bankruptcy proceedings
against the Paducah Glass company
it Is expected that the case will be
hotly contested as some of the stock-
holders object to having the cone
penyes affairs wound up in the bank-
ruptcy courts.
Deeds Filed.
Austin Howard to J. C. Raper.
property on Cairo road, $1.200.
R. 0. Jones to T. Warren Sharp,
propene-eon Bridge street, $1 and
other considerations.
Bernardino Miller to LeRoy Gra-
ham property on Tennessee street,
$1,000.
In County Court.
The will of Alexander Wilson was
filed 'for probate in the county clerk's
office today. The Instrument was
dated July 2,2, 1898, and /eaves all
property, peraonal and real, to his
wife, Ida Weiser!, who is made execu-
tor of the estate without bond.
Marriage License.
E. Herman Heaverin and Rosa
Schuette.
In Circuit Court.
Special Judge Hendrick empaneled
the jury in circuit court this morning
and the cases on the docket will be
-med-diegesed-ef-as --thee
COMP. The first case up this morn-
ing was that of Andrew Tubbs agaiest
the Paducah Cooperage company for
$2,000 damages alleged to have been
sustained when. the plaintiff's arm
was broken loading heading in a car
for the defendant. By agreement the
plaintiff was given a verdict for $50
and the case was dismissed.
The suit of James Herring against
Mrs. Annie James was also dismissed
All serviceso.eftheheiBdroay
dz) 
Meth- as settled, each side paying its own
odist church were 
dway
in costs. The suit was to recover $15n
the lecture room of the church while claimed due'as commission for sell-
the main auditorium is in the hands leg .r„l estate.
ot the decorators. The ,Ieetere room The suit of M. T. Hurt 'against
can be adjusted to. seat several bun- Belle Hurt for divorce was dismissed
dred and can meet the emergency de-twftbout prejudice, .a reconciljation
mend very satisfactorily. !having been effected. The couple had
The 'Rev. G. T. Sullivan ',leached ;
to two large congregations yesterdaYeteas 
been
emiellye,rried, 
 50 yearn 
when the suit
The morning sermon was an interest-I
leg expoeition of the life. of Baalim, 
A judgment and order of sale was
entered In the suit of F. U. Rudolph.
entitled "The Fatal Mistake se Corn- administrator of the estate of Dr. S.
mon Among Men." Dr. Sullivan P. Simpson against T J.. Gordon_ The
handled Ms subject In a forcible and•court ordered the property of the de-
original way.and stressed the necessity l eedent sold. and the 
among creditors. 
proceeds divided
---of right living for right dying, from
Numbers eici:21, "Let me die the The same order was made in the
death of the righteous and let my last ease of H. S. Roby. administrator of
end be like his." He elflehafrieed the the way, of me 8:stevenson against
great fault or failing with men, as heirs and creditors.
typed by Baalim, to be a desire to die l The snit against E. E. Bradberry
rightly life with no regard 
to thepre.lagaInst the Illinois Central railroad
ceding death. evas continued until the next term of
Next Sunday exciting Dr. Sullivan -court at plaintiff's cost. The suit Is
will begin a series of summer talks toIto recover damages alleged to have
ys ung people, and will speak first oil been
 sustain ea 
.
by the railway coin-
'"The Limitations and En:argements of 'pally failing to stop its feet train at
GlIbertsselle, to which place the
plaintiff claims to have bought a
ticket from Louisville.
TWO (ItAliti ES AGA I NST
ALLEGED HARNESS THIEF'.
Henry Bell, colored, was arrested
last night by Detective Gourieux for
stealing harness from Noble & Yeiser.
Bell stole the lines and backing
straps and sold them to Payton Har-
ris, it Is alleged, for $2.70. Now be-
sides the charge of housebreaking.;
Bell has the charge of obtaining
money by faille pretenses staring him '
in'the face.
Tram Runs Away. .
A team hitched to one of the big
transfer wagons owned by Mr. Gus
Thompson, became frightened at a
Third street car going north on Third
street and whirled. running in Third
street toward Broadway. The trans-
fer wagon struck the bakery wagon.
owned by IL Gockel, 123 South Third
street. and mashed the wagon and
knocked down the horse hitched to it,
The runaway team was stopped at
third street and Broadway.
-------  -
Big Sand Bar tat Away.
Hi-knian. Ni Ma) 4 -Present in-
dications are that the sand bar }wil
opposite Hickman has been largeiy
cut away by the recent- high inters.
Lente beats are now crossing where
a skiff would hardly float before the
high water. The cutting sway of this
bar Is supposed to "have been cause.I
by the new levees that have been built
on both the Missouri end Kentucky
shorm, which have caused the eveseet
to be mileh swifter and stronger than
It was ever before.
The City Jailer Rare,
Considerable interest is already
isteng taken in the coming contest for
,eity jailer sad a numher of candidates
of both parties are being spoken of
by. their friends. At present the an-
'ennead candidates among the Demo-
crats are Police Lieutenant Potter
and Fire and Polee Commissioner
Mash W. Clark. Wade Brown will
doubtlen seek the Republican need-
(Litton as will George Andrecht, the
nominee for the place at the last
election. There will doubtleas be
Other candidates
Union Trust Opens Doom.
Providence. R. I., May 4.--The
Union Trost company reopened its
doors today after being closed six
months, daring which three millions
have bees ties up Long lines of de-
positors are withdrawing money.
-
I Try the das for Jab Walt.•
HART'S 16 to 11
Saturday's Sales
May 2nd
16 pennies for any one of the articles
named below and the article is yours.
Clothes Baskets,
Work Baskets,
10 qt. Flaring Pails,
1 qt Enamel Milk Kettles.
4 qt. Sprinklers,
Galv. Coal Oil Cans,
14 qt. Univ. Pail,












- - EualuelPil-lity,w Cups,
Garden Rakes.
16c May 2nd 16c
6E0. 0. HART &SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Mabseriberar kagerfing want ado In
b. Bea WM kindly rausemobar Mat
all each Rome are to be paid toe wheat
ad..b teeerted. the rule optpiliag
to every one without. exception'. ,
-ROOMS for rent 810 Jelnenton.
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms,
419 South Fourth.  Old phone 660.
FOR SALE-Young double yellow WAN,TED_Tro 
solicitors. salary
bead parrots, 400 South"Tilird.  weekly. Apply 518 Broadway. COI.
--/POR beating and llaammad nab for Mr. Bonrquin.
437. 1'. Levla. '  • .1 -FOR RZNT - Three anfurniatodi
FURNISHED ROOMS for Big rooms near 'Broadway. Apply 338
h_ouse_kee_ ping. 318 Madison. North Third street.
WALL PAPER -On walls. Room
complete, $a.so.' 1856-Leroy.
FOR SALE-Good bicycle steep.
Telephone 50,
FOR RENT-Nice large furbished
room, 419 South Third.
YOUNG MEN boarders wanted
825 Madison street.
FOR RENT-Fie-room cottage,
032 Monroe. Apply to F. IC Finer.
OVERSTREET, the painter. Old
phone 2559.
FOR RENT-Three room house.
10310 Monroe street.
WANTED-An experienced insur-
ance solicitor. Address T. care Sun.
FRANK H EGA RTY plastering
contractor. Prompt attention to Job-
bing. Phones 1833.
%-r-etti7TR1-1-6-iitIon by stenograph-
er with 7 years' experience. Address.
K.. care Sun.
WANTED-A small, gentle pony,
Shetland or ordinary. Address' lax,
care of The Son.
SHOE REPAIRING-First elan'
work guaranteed. 61334 North Tenth.
Prices reasonable.
FOR MOVING, hauling, packing or
picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones.
George Rock.
FOR BA,LB-A bargain. Barber
shop. 1721 Meyers atreeL New
phone 1628.
C. L. Dickenson. Henry Shelton, T. F. - 
NURSE GIRL wanted at 614 North
Garner. Will Kelley, J. B.' Hall, W. Sixth.
R. Imes, B. F. Davis. Joe Ullman,
F. A. ScotS,W. L. Moore.
leult court for divorce today against
/Mite Flied.
J. W. Ausenbaugh flied suit in dr-
his wife, 0:11e Atisenbaugh. alleging
°abandonment. They were married in I. 



















will ,sell cheap(' Call
Paducith la 1896 and lived together
until 1904.
Mary Copeland brought suit against J. B. MORIPAN 
bores abouln&
Eugene-Copeland foabsolute divorce general relliatriall. rubber Dna. We
and custody of three infant children. ;South 'Third.
Abandonment and failure to support MAIN WA NTEID-Vo r gene!**
14 alleged. work. Apply to 1600 Jones street;
Old phone 24-57.
In Pollee Court.
The docket in police court this
morning was: Drunk-Tom Ross.
Hampton and an unknown. $1 and way, and It will look like new.
coals.. Breach of peace-Ike' BOSS.
(refired. continued to May 5. Ob- 
-FbR RENT -Allit-rootn hnuse. hat
tattling money he false pretenses-- 
bath and stable, for $12.50 per month
W, R. Walker, held to answer and 
No. 82.3 North Sixth. New I Tom.
bond fixed at $200 in each case. 1247.
Petit larceety-elim Woody, continued .-CIGAR salesman wa
nted. Alper-
until May 5. Hongebrealeing-Henry lence unnecessary. 
$100 per month
Bell, colored, held to answer and and expenses. realm Ciga
r Co.,
bondhymitipxpedprarteanse1560-0tibetnarl)nintigeironeoely.ti T_ToJed,oso Ohio. y,s gol
"atAt and
ored, heldeto answer and bond fixed Raid fah; watch has ieeneseam. gen
ie
at $300. Grand larceny --John  3 But--,Intside, "Bennie Sullivan." Return to
ger. dismissed on motion of the court.,311 Broadway and he rewarded. Old
Malicious cutting-Milton Brooks, phoue .573-R, new 1101.
; held to answer and bond fixed at
$309. 
FOR sAIX-One 14 horse-power
leasoUnt engine. Franklin make. Suit-
able for gasoline beet, Newly over-
Would Aid Emma Goldman. I Ad-
San Francisco. May 4 -Because 
hauled. Will sell at a bargain. 
dress V. I. Knowles. care Bun.
Private Duet/Oda. of the first bat-
tiCion of engineers, shook hands with -Fog *ALE-All a bargain. seve
n -
Emma Goldman be Is In the guard foam slate roof hew brisk holm.
noses. &pelting court martial. Police- Let 662166. on 
Illitteedik iltraet.be-
sea lesion he prandial to assist ter Pawn terwrwo and 1114111BIL
cause. - • phone 1553.
HOUSE FOR RENT--Three blocks
from P. 0. Apply 441 South Bluth
street.
FOR up-to-date painting and paper
hanging. IfeClain & Rogers. Both
phones 9411. -
'Tomorrow's Docket.
The docket for Tuesday consists
largely of damage suits against the
Paducah Traction company, the prin-
cipal actions being that of Henry
Theobald for $5,000 damages, and
the suits brought by A. C.. Marion
and Elmer Faith. R. L. Jessup and
Jesse Barrett for injuries received
when a wagon, in which the plain-
tiffs were riding was struck by a
Third street car, as they were leaving
the city one Saturday evening about
three months ago. The other MUM
on the docket Is G M, Wilson against
Sallie F. Coyle and involves the set-
tlement of an estate.
The Jury.
The jury panel Is composed of W.
H. MeKtnney, T. B. Fauntleroy, J. W.
Englert. C. C. Covington. W. 0.
Flowees, J. D. O'Bryan, K. V. Cherry,
Jabiel A. Draffen. J. T. Graham, H.
C. tine, R. Bradford. J. L. Thorny-
POW P. A. Bagwell. George W. Greif,
GET OUT that old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and premed by
James Duffy, loath Nizeh near Broad-
IRVIN POLK has fine pasture,




X. Y. Z., Sus Glace.
MOVING WAGON, cuffing gram,
heuling rich dirt. Thomas Bailey:
BICYCLE REPAIRS-Phone 1016
new phone, and we will call for and
de:Iver work promptly. Weikert &
Hogg. 126 North Fifth.
-WANTED--Six ladies and gentle-
men. Sanity $2.50 per day. Also
two traveling managers, $21 per week
and expenses. Call for Mr. Mussel-
white, St Nicholas hotel.
WANTED-To borrow $3,000 for
twelve months at 6 per cent. Will
pledge $4,506 of first class seegrity
as collateral. Address "Money," care
The Sun.
LOST-Fox terrier male dog, an-,
ewers to the name of "Teddy." White
%:th one brown ear, the other speck-
led brown. Return to the Sherman
saloon, 109 North Fourth eet, and
receive rewaid.
-BARGAIN, easy paynlents. Five
remit house near Union depot. Cash.
620'4, balance $5.00 per month. Me.
Cracken Real Estate and Mortgage
Co.. 318 Smith Sixth. Old phone tali.
New phone 13.
WIFE SWHARS WARRANT
10014 ARREST OF HUBBARD.
Alonzo Williams. a white man, was
fined $75 in Magistrate Emery's court
this morning on a charge of beating
and bruising his wife. Myrtle Wil-
liams. They live in Mechanicsburg
and the trouble occurred at their
home Iasi Thursday. Mrs. Williams
procured the warrant and filed suit
for divorce and alimony, attaching all
the husband's property. Although
Mrs. Williams exhibited bruises on
her face the husband denied striking
her as charged by Mrs. Williams.
Several neighbors testified to hearing
the screams. Mrs. Williams is a neat
appearing woman and won the Bre-
athy of court and spectators at the
trial. William!' attorney gave settee
of appeal. Attorney Hal CoObott no-
slated County Attorney earfiley la the
prosecution.
POLICEMAN U SKS STICK
WARN A KNIFIC In DRAWL
Ike fleaz, colored, was arrested
tort night about 6:2.0 o'clock at Ninth
end Tennessee streets for breach of
peace. Boaz was on a street car,
and see standing on the frost plat-
form. He interfered with the motor-
man, and refused to move Petrol-
Imo Hurley asked hint to MOW when
he became bed and-. IISPA insulting
languace, de w a kiaeeklife and
was going to slash the policeman
elven livriey 11•101 his stick to good
effect on Soas's head. Doss's ease
IPSII continued in police court Gin
morning
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Harlan and
son, Scott, left this morning on the
hick Fowler to visit • few dap" is
Cairo. Mr. Aarhus is clerk on the
.100 Pewter. Wilk% is being repaired
at Evansville.
TAM PADUCAH EVENTNG SUN
MOND tn. MAY 4.
LONG LOST VESSEL TO RETURN
AOAIN AFTER FIFTY-FIVE YEARS
'Within a few months there will
come sailing out of the Arctic. beat-
ing its toigotern path back tteciviliza-
lion and to England. an old wooden
tiOrglish warship that in Istel carried
Si; John Frank:at to the Southern
seas and made greater fame for her-
self wht n she sailed through Behring
Si; alt into. the WA Waa0 Seas and icy
of North America. .
' it was as commander of this famons
old ship that Sir Robert he Mesuirer
McClure made les memorable voyage
and fliactivered the Northwest pas-
For 400 years maritime Europe
had been trying to find a passage
across the north of the American eon-
'. (inept- .to ('hina and the Indies.
S Countless treasures and many lives
had lesen lost in the search.
In ISie England. having a period
of peace„ nulled her navy lose to try
mice more for the trail. The investi-
gator was then an old wooden vor-
vett- . fitted elle a steam engine and
cal r) tag a I.. or lung guas behind
I 
her while pa.uted portholes.
The last OHO the other ships of the
;McClure squadron saw of the investe
;gator was Aagust 6. IS50, when sho
was seen ranning northeast rounding
'Point Harrow in what was then Hos
!sian America, or Alaska. She was
win-
ter there, expecting that she could
,,e. ('Spain McClure decided to 
! tet out the next summer. He little
-iosightetimatele Would be eti years lie-
-e the ice would melt around his
sloe_
T.he Arctic uirs4 settled down cold
and black on the miliipful °Paten. The
next summer. 1852. passed without
the lee breaking. up-and another trio
ter settled down. Captain McClure
began to ex-pect the fate of leratiftlin,
with posniMe starvation and frees-
it g.
Several of the men died in the sum-
mer of ity53, and as the winter set-
shadows more than fifty-five years Hying before a great storm, her vig- ted down hope was given up. and the
ago. • °ions ceninnintier pacing the deck. is ..ed of the voyage was buried
Since, Sesitember 24, 1841, H. M. , Captain MeClure had parted with ashore in the hope that future genera-
S. Investigator has been frozen in the the Heraid, another -wooren battle thins might find it.
lee in Mercy Bay, in the interminable ship pressed into the frigid service. One afternoon while the men were
:acework of laud and sea to the north at Cape Lisbon. All along the north- rutting a whole in the ice to fish, a
cm shore of North America the Dives- stranger staggered toward them.
tigator weathered the stormy yea*. Ile fell at the feet ofCaptain McClure.
Captain efeCiure putting into lend after saluting in English naval famsh-
wheteesr he voted to inquire of the on, and cretd out:
Eskimos for sonic trace .of the lost "Lieutenant pine of H. H. S. Her.
Sir eohn ,rranklin find his .ship load aid. from Captain Killets."
of adventurous whits. . Captain Killets was one of the cop-
Now and th. n recoils of the trip mender* of a squadron that had made
were placed in heaps of rocks, along its way around the north of Kank's
Land and was wintering at what the ragged.. frozen thotni. Thence it
esailed north toward the Pole around now Melvill island. It had found
one of the cairns with McClure'. mes-
sage. Captain Killets had sent a
Party to rescue him and establish coins
municatton, and only Lieutenant Pint
had reached him.
The next, day Captain McClure and




,yi.it11;: Island and visited Captain Ell-
the upper end of Baring Land and
into a small bay, which the named
Mt ny Bay.
%The next day the season changed
and the ship began to free thT into the
plied externally, and
has carried thousands
at women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
plotless value to all ezpecteet moiler*.
Seed for free book tentandeg inforeuinea et Fries;
Xa Itradliald Regulator Cc. Mises.
- - - - —
•
is her nature to lore
Ni _
Elmore and want them
as much so as it is
tajove the heatb
tiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always ap- m
OtilM erP
1
OUR fiREVER IS CAREFUL
Our driver's duty infiudes more than merely calling
for your soiled linen and returning the packages after
we have laundered it. He is required to make regular
calls upon our customers, to carefully mark the owner's
name on the bundle al he receives it, to avoid any
chance of error, to carefully note any r quest made and
to report it to us for attention and to give at all times
polite, prompt et nice to our ctiFtOrners. You'll appre-
cilte our kind of eerviee.
Star Laundry




IT DRAWS to itself the
small change which you for-
merly scattered. It starts a
growing bank account and
Ocoee a fund which will fi-
nally make you independent.
Mak• that Final Deposit






abandon the investigator, but refused
to-do so, and 20 of his seamen, though
sick anti neSerable. volunteered tO
main on the Min another_winter. The
Captain Went back to his men. The
other ships gave up the search, hail-
ing the old investigator as the (Hs-
coverer of the passage, and the next
summer sailed home.
The nummer of IS5t found the old
ship still stuck fast in the leV, and
reluctantly Captain McClure went
Ironic in a sister ship. The Investiga-
tor was left frozen and deserted, with
ire flag flying to the to winds from
1:e masthead, and all her instruments
sid fittings aboard. For fifty years
she was forgotten. Peen only at times
by Ameriean whalers passing the
Mouth of the frozen hal and visited!
only by the wolves, foxes and now and
thin a sperstititions Eelkmo who
dared not cl:mb aboard. S
le -lie Veinesan tattlatespeet y erbleh shad -
be eta driven to the island on floating
0. toned the old ship. The savages
;id come into contact with Jesuit
siissionaries of Aim** and had a
I nattering of religion and biblieal
story. They knew the stbry of the!
rit and coming back to the continent
s ported that they had found' Noah's
\ Fit frozen let° the ice not. mane -
;lilies from the North Pelee The story
aunt the rounds of the newspapers. I
LasteetimMer wait mild one in the i
\ retie. The lee in Mercy Ray meltod
'or the fl-st time. This week advices
-•eive 1 at Victoria. B. C.. from flaw-
-on, brought there from Ft. Wisher-
-on by Audrey Forrest. a snowshoe
eurier. were to the effect that the
-
-erenenesexemeselm
If Will All Come Out In as
Cleaning
if it is drme properly, and it will he
done at. if you favor the Model
Steam lye Works with your pat-
ronage. Our steam dyeing, scour-
ing cleaning establishment is ful-
ly equipped forsemasery ciassof work.
The cleaning of blankets, silks, vel-
vets and laces is our specialty,
while tor f.ci I Ities for dyeing cioth-
Mg of all kinds is unexcelled. Work
called fur and delivered.
Model Steam Dye Works
PIM air HI S. Thrift.
Are You
Sick?
Much sickness is due to
a weak nervous system.
Yours may be. If it is,
you cannot get well until
you restore nerve strength
Your nervous system is
nature's power house; the
organs of yotir body get
their power from it. If
the power is not there, the
action of the organs is
weak, and disease (sick-
ness) follows. Dr. Miles'
Nervine cures the sick
because it soothes the
irritated and tired nerves
and gives the system a
chance to recuperate.
Try it, and see if you do
not quickly feel its bene-
ficial effect.
"I was siren up to die by a lead-
ing doctor. Got see of Dr. bides
hooka anti found that Pr. bilks' Itler-
vine fit my ease. Prrym the very first
dose I took I got Detain% 1 am better
now than I have awn for years. and
do an my own work on the farm.
That's what Dr. Miles' Nervine Iota
dues for VW, and I am Clad to ryconi-
ttioai It to others.-
.101IN JANIF24. Riverton, Netu*.
YodP druggist eons Or. Wes' Merv-
in*, and we authorize hint to return
price of first bottle (only) If Is falls
to beneett you.




New York, May 4.—As the result
°Gan Inqury which is being conduce
ed by several of the leading art col-
let-tors of this city, together with
their counsel, a story haa been re-
vealed that cannot tail to astound the
art world of Europe and America.
The art collectors have reached the
conclusion that for years the most
competent critics and the most dis-
criminating buyers of painthilas have
been grant:y imposed upon by a well-
known art dealer, who has 53etem-
aticalls co•operated with a painter
endowed with such extraordinary
ability as to finish not only the Ulle
completed works of recognised mas-
ters but even to imitate their individ-
ual style so suecesrfully as to sug-
gest imitative powers amounting to
genius.
Dr. Humphreys Clomphdas.
So cultured a critic and so excel-
lent a judge of art as Dr. Alexande'r
C. Hunthphruys. president of the Kteo
ens Institute. is one of the many who
believed to have been imposed mein
with spurious works of art through
the collusion of this gifted mirucalse
artist and dealer in patntings who has
handled many of the products of his
HOTEL VICTORIA
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Rooms 41.50 per day and upward.
tuiroscan PLAN ‘9EORGE W. SWEENEY, Pinteeitio•
Angels liOrd..II, Marusger, late or him I ih..int 11.10, loroolo, r.ousdn.
Getting Artedid tlw Quest
A Chicago physician imai the other
.1.0 of the late Dr. Nicholas Seen.
the celebrated surgeon:
*1 belied tinder Dr Senn when he
*as profespoirof surgery a' Itusb 1114 ii
teal C";.' ge. I renal-401)er hese otos
day he ask...Init' a gitestion that I did
- not krow. teld in order te hide eiv
ignorant.' i gate an aliablgitolas ans-
— —
1:1 came te the.
flu. st ion
"Which was the greater genera!,
.Cit• sae or Hannibal'!"
"rite boy answered as follows:
mitt we consider who l'aesar and
Hatieibal %err and ask ottr.-elv.
tilt it q them was the greeter. ai•
!nanst answer Itellie af-
lirmatIve."- Kansas City Journal,
mildness of last summer and this
winter hatu lAterattel the fatuous old
ship, anti at whalers from America
have visit ..1_ it and are !yang in Mercy
Bay with the: hope of towing he old
craft dear Of the. island and bringing
her back ti Alaska and so to British
Columbia
A full report of her condition has
been made by Captain Jarvis, of the
Northweetein Mounted Police. who
says that the cold and ice have pre-
served the Investigator, and shelhls
today probably as sound as she was
when Captain McClure deserted her in
1S54. Her instruments awl fittings
are in good condition, awl it is tpsite
possiblethat_ will sail home to
England.
Captain McClure died in Itt73.




Succeed the first time use Herbert('
and you si:: get instant relief. The
greatest leer . regulator. A positive
cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia. Ma-
laria, Ch.lis and all liver complaints.
Mr. C—s of Emory, Texas. wetted:
-Ity wife has been using Herbine for
herself and children for five 'years.
It is a Fere cure for constipation and
malaria fever, which is substantiated
by what it, has done for my family."




A gent/email traveling in Virginia
  last summer had oecasion to tako a
stage ride over a portion of his jour-
ney. Riding on the seat with the
driver he fell int& conversation, and
founi the native to be a veteran
sportsman. Passing a stream the
traveler inquired if it contained fish.
-Lots on 'em," war the reply.
"What kind!"
"Mostly trout."-aaid the driver.
"They must he line eating," was
the next remark.
"Fine patio'!" exclaimed the driver.
"Yon jest go up to the mountain and
.ketch half a dozen trout about twelve
inches long, clean 'ern without washin'
i'em, rub 'etn In some salt. roll 'em in
-Tulin meal and bake 'cm-hi-the aikeil.




GREGORY HEIGHTS CAR SERVICE
BFAINNINO May lat ear will leave Oregory Heights 13;triton,
connecting with the Broadway and Park Cars at 31st and
Jefferson street ai per the following schedule: A. M., 7:08, 7:28,
748, 8:0S, 8:28, 8:48, 9:08.' 1'. M., 12:28, 12:48, 1:08, 1:28,
1:48, 2:08, 5:28, 5:48, 6:08, 6:28, 6:48, 7:08, 7:28, 7:48, 8:08.
PADUCAH TRACTION CO.
Stop Grumbling
If you suffer from rheumatism or
pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment
will bring quick relief. It is a pure
(cure for Sprains, Rheumatism, Con-
tracted Muscles and all pains --and
within the reach of all. price 25c,
50c, 31O0. f'. , R. Siniths Tenaha.
Tex., write: "I have used Ballard's
Snow Liniment in my family for
years and have found It a fine rem-
edy for all pains and ache's. I recom-
mend it for pains In the cheat." J.
Ht Oehischlaeger, Lang Bros., C. 0.
Ripley.
Hear Yarn Mittens,.
A Mane hunter and guide has a
pair of mittens which mystify every
one examining them. Last spring the
hunter caught a yearling bear in a
trap, and as the fur ,was too short and
,downy to sell as fur he shaved the
shin, and his Mother, a lady past 70
'years, carded the fur, spun it into
lyarn and then kpitted. the mittens.—
Fur News, 0
Cheerfully Recommemled for Rhea.
nudism.
0. G. Higbee, Da.pvii:e. Ill., writee.
December 2. 1901: "About two years
,550 I was laid up for four months
!with rheumatism. I tried -Ballard's
Allow Liniment: one bottle cured me.
"I can cheerfully recommend it co
all suffering from like affliction." 25e,
,50c and $1.000. J. ii. Oehichlaegeds,
Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley.
I Seldom Ieedd—"Me and me filen'ain't no tramps madam we're a. .
couple of weakly clubmen. walken'





enemies is when they embrace their
then, or 7 oiell lege your ket."—Furk. 
•
slue.
Dr. liumphreys' legal advisers' in
this matter are ‘Vhitelit Othemen.
while Frank It 'Lawrence. plY4,114111
Of the Lotos Club and senior niember
of the law firm of Law reuev & Hughes.
is acting 'as cuimusel -for other promi-
nent collectors and patrons who be-
lieve theniselvea to be victims of like
lip posturer To pr.-Tint the sus-erns-
ful fraud is the purpose of the Inquiry
now under wae. Wh. thee th.• results
nin1, be such as to warrant legal action
is not yet known.
Goved Masters imitated.
Three great niastera of American
landscape painting, Homer Martin, A.
H. Want and George Innese, the
elder, ail of whom are dead. have been
among those whose works have bIen
most persistently and most .success-
fully.imitatedsaccording to the inves-
ineetors. and these .diStlneuished
'attics are said to have been at ached
to. tpurkete NON thiesse-inanse -of ,.jrh 
have been sold at high prices to en-
suspecting purchasers. .
it has been est iraattel that counter-
feit examples of paintings have been
disposed of to the amount of not has
than $130,000. Even the great
\l'eletler is sald to have been snores-
fully imitated and his tianie forged on
'Spurious canvases. What seems even
more astounding is Ow allegation
that pictures purporting to be from
the studios of such prominent living
artIFT, as 11.-nry W. Ranger. 1. Irra-b-
Or Murphy and Ralph Blakelock. but
witch are not really their works,
have been plared upon the market.
Painter Has HAIM Rim%
This genius in counterfeit beu-sh-
work, who Is not a native American,
but is said to be an Esurlishorall,
came to this city from one of the
western -states. It Is said now he
had left the Old world under some
kind of a cloud and that bee had also
iavolved teinself in one of the prin-
cipal etties of the middle West as a
result of his peculiar endownieuts.
Flowev.r, that 'may b.. he came here
unneralded and poor, but in a short
I in. he lee am,' acquainted with , a
pr.:Termme art dealer who enjoyed
the cenlidence and the patronage of
"wile of the beet co.:ertore in this
city.
I In due time there were evidences
of .greatly increased promperity 411 the
poor artisei affairs. Afttr a fettle' hi-
hail an attracrtivel-stutilo in thlri.-pit
'and another la the I ountry-' %berets
laten worked Italie !sumnier.A leading ate collector owned avery interesting picture painted by
A II. Want. The background was
superb, the middle ground was satis-
factory. but the foreground was not
complete. The painting was how-
eves.. very &Cable. as are all 1.Vyant's.
and it passed out est the hands of the
collector, who entssequently saw the
same pt. lure 4 'Xhildled. HP was
amassed at seeing the foreground fin-
1ished and the picture so improved that
'its value was enhanced a hundred
per cent..
The lenity Quarter,
Is the one row ray on for a hox of
Dr. King's New Life Pills. 'limy
bring )011 tile health that'll more Mel-
low,' than jewels. Try them for head-
ache, biliousness, eonatipation ant
malaria. If they disappoint you tle
price will be cheerfully refunded nt
all druggists.
"Why don't you watch the game.
Laura?"
"What's the use' You told me the
umpire was pa:d to watch it.' Lot
him look after it. I'm sure I don''
want the job."—Cleveland Plate
Dealer.
Meet Healer In the World.
Rev. F. Starbird, of East Iti”-
mond, Maltit, says: "f have used
Buicklen'a Arnica Salve for soveral
rests, on my old army wound, and
other obstinate sores, and find it the
best healer In the world. I Use it too
with great anemia ID my veterinary
business." Price Vie. at all drug
Rims.
e'er
-itt. Senn Folks wbo are s'irilling to go to
'Ile said I iemind..1 him of' a. heay. n l e are sure te get lest on
01001t141% 1010, tat, lig wr ttei. ex- the was
CLIP YOUR HORSES
Si
have an elect tie machlre and an • ripen oprrator and will give you .LS
Lit grtonst anti 1011 are tot anneyed by home hairs when driiing. We
good work as can he tk.ne, at the reeultir e.
They look letter, feel better and work,bekter. Clipped horses are career •
THE TULLY LIVERY CO
I I 814..•poreited I
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue,
MMT1111.1sitt I,
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADIR'.%E. hICOTVIDILT.- ' 
UNWED STATICH 111011/141TORC
(Impala, tivertiliss and l'oeliysied *ammo Oil
Rharettokit Itesposcetbility   200.000 115
Total lb"tausr..i.itiI, to lik•pandkulya  4111411.0140 00
h. It. HI 4:111..s, Preside et. JOS. J. Milt:1111%Y. Vice Prettelent.
J. 4'. 1.7111141tH %I •eiatber. C. E HICH Itisosir N. Amt. Cashier.
a INTLII,LidT PAID -ON TIHK immoral.
wax( 1.4itus.
A. K. ANstrAtitEit, A. ft. 'UN:AM. A A. Folvrt.I.:R. J. 1.. FRIED.
MAN. J. C. PITEItIt ACK, DR J. a ititINHtS. RR belt OWEN.
FOR SALE
Lumber, iron, all s-Ilvaige of former Harry
Anderson stable. Purchaser to /remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
ED D. HANNA-NI
plumber
Both Plusirsies 201 142 Smith tItsurbh
GREAT  BOOKP LITTLE PRICES
We are offering hooks that formerly sold at $1.2.5 and 51.50 at
-50c Per Copy
Princess Maritsa tine) The Kentuckian Barbara Winslow, Rebel
The thinien of Lit h (tine I, Lally itonseS4 Delight er. Rom' o' the RI vet
Tht se -and ajititilred other tine tsieks at *AA
'Mug'
D. E. WILSON MUSIC MANTHE BOOK aad
•111111111MIMIN 








City Depository State Deppsitory






Total security to depositors 
Aecouni. or indioid•.2.1..Thd arms solicited. We appreciate
small se well as large depoeitors and 'accord to all the Name courteous
treattneut.
INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
2 111
iiii•wpiireled























Dreiettesa litres cont met ., ben•ke.i by chain
it 30 .M.10-.4.11300,000.00 c and is
years succt.a, to secure positions under
maisnia We conditions or refund tuition.
DOOKIMEPING Ifka"16t1744.1e°7acceptin g his
proposition, concede that tie teaches more
bookkeepinyt In TRUER months than they
do in $IX. itraugh.,n can convince HjU.
SHORTHAND Tinr:mmsg:it$43.1
totiet Kept, et Pei
wry,e the thndof shora, Dratairbon
teaches, because they kle in it Is TILE It Esq.,
FOR Fltt.S. CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
Learn Telegraphy f" nnicts explain tall, cad
on or Write J . 1)RAIOIIIIU, eresidsat
DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
.. I. 40.. s. b. IA 11.1
(Incorporated) rAnuct.u. 314
Ilreadway, or St. Louis or Nashville.
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Fraloroity Bell* - Roe. 205
Extracting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty;
=MO, 
DIL KING BROOKS. PIENTIST.
'tonne- 7, Tnerhesurt Ituilding, up-





Thew are the fotindationa open
which we are building guava
Inn borne% are groomed ti the
pink if witelitkin always and our
equipment the hest, yet oup
prices are extremely reenonable.










The following reduced rates
are announeed:
'Baltimore. Sid — General
conference M. E. church.
Dales of sale May :I, 4 and S.
Return limit Hey 30. Round
till) $31.1U3.
.i. T. DONOVAN.









FOR Cc0wgrgL T.las Bottle Free
AND ALL DientI • en twin T*OURLU.
CUARANTERD SAT IA FACTOR.





REAL ESTATE PRICE usr.
c..11.-5.4 Of T4Iftli004 for ir
Romeo 835. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH. KY.





Steamers J00 rosier and Jolla II
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
villa and way lauding. at 11 a. In.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wa/
landings at AA: m. sharp, daily, es
Apt ilattaaye Special excursion rails-
now In- effect from Paducah to Cairo
aad return, with or without meals
and room. Good meals and table ao
as rpassed.
For further information apply te
S. A. Fowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, of
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crunahaugh. II Co's .01.e•
First sod Broadway.
Ai. LOHNI TENNESSEE /RIVEN
PACKET (3OMP4NT.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE HAVEL•
STKAAllat CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Hives
Itvery_WALda_esday at 4 p. ma.
A. V. Intlawe Mast..
EUGENE ROBINSON  Ave*
This company Ps not rest:eolith,.
'sr Invoice -charges unless col:peter
tbe elerk of the boat
Special excursion rates from Pads
an US Waterloo. Fare for the Mune
!la $A.00. Leaves Paducah evve
Xedneeday at 4 p. m.
EW STAA HOTEL
IIIIFFIROPOLLIL ILL.
D. A. Halley. Prep.
Neese and bees hetet Is th• de,
'Wee 1101.00. Two large welds
moose. Bath rooms. IDeetri.- Lights
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RHEUMATISMA   
CURE
Aches and Pains in Side, Back or
Roues, Swollen Joints All
Disappear.
let Taking Botenh Wood Rahn, Thou-cream, in Consumption.
sands of Itheumatica Cstred By
Its Use,
liaduiatrial and tiem 1114 Mild Li 1109
liem•line Full Fusee of Financial
Slump.
!
RESUMPTION IS NOW ENPFATED
New York, May 4.—The improve-
ment antielpated in these advices for
serf ral witeks past has fully material-
ized. In the stock market there has 
-
gout. Botanic Blood Balm 1B. B. 13.)
B.rroavedaevaerayir 
flood been renewed activity. and on several B.
dsos salts passed the million share warm' 
rich, pure blood diregct to HI!
gen. paralyzedg wasrit tnheraveecsi.itr.izicsuand Joints, sty--
limit, the trend of prlices being
Is needed, and in this wi
irystalwaitrarre It
erally upward. Of course the Bolen- perfect, lasting eure of Rheumatism In
did success of the Pennsylvania loan all Its forms. B. B. H. invigorates the
L SA.MPLIC FREE TO ALL.
was the main stimulant. This in-
duied a much better feeling because
It demonstrated improved conditions
In the money market, and bettered
the chances for flotation of the numer
ous other additional issues which
have been held back since the panic.
It is probable that fully fi254eoffl0,-
000, if not more. of new capital will
be required between now and the
close of December; but it is alto-
ii lumbago,










around so you have
to use crutches;




blood, making it pure arid rich and at
same time dastroya the active poison
In tins blood which causes Rheumatism.
frequently cause Rheumatism. II. B. M.
B. B. B. has made thasanda of cures of
rheumatism after alt ut her medieinea,
liniments and doctors have failed to
help or cure. -Weak: eametlate Klarney•
frequently cause Rheumatism. It. B. B.
help or cure: Week. isaellve Kidneys
draining off all disease matter and all
girl, aeld, so the urine flows freely and
naturally.
1111WrAPIIC BLOOD /141.44. (B. S. IL)
is pleasant and safe to take; .omposed
of Mire Botanic ingredients. SAMPLE
glitter prematuro to suppose that SENT FREE by Tlitri:(11STS or sent by
these applications will 'meet with any 
ewxigitinsi.r.e/sitaLl frarEILal.A4.1,t.taTrF; BOTTLE
such imeceits rar.shoilttelhPeatmnomsy.rle 
,e
va rusr_jov,r.e.44.nia. Sold Pa4171.1. R. W.
te alwker & CO., W. J. Hilbert, Lang
be sharp dist rim 'nal ion ' by both  
-•
bankers and investors in lie placing
of new issues; and it is quite certain
that, if -matters in Wall stet are
pressed too fast, a sharp reaction wIll
set in and real progress be delayed.
1Ve have now had a tery substantial
recover) on the stock exchange; and
it behOoves all interests to In future
pursue- a policy of Moderation. Any
further important rice should be dis-,
(-foliaged until bettered -conditions,
outside warrant a fresh upward.
movenient.
In spite of the fact that we have
already exported about $15.000.0no
of gold, and that Secretary Corte:you
may shortly withdraw $4r.,000,000 of
sofvf•rnment deposits, money rates
have continued very easy, and In thts
respect no apprehension extats as to
the future. Gold exports are looked
loom with perfect coptinimity: fort
should the $100.000.000t imported
-----
adjustment which places it in a posi-
tion to respond to the first signs of
business imprevemeut. _
Outside of the go at irbn.and tex-
tile industries there are a few hope-
ful signs to be found. indicating that
the worst of the ert-ts is either neat
or past. Recovery fi:st began In the
stot k market three months ago, and
should. ere long, make its appear-
ance in the businfos world. Bank
clearings, it is encouraging to observe,
show smaller and smaller losses. Last
week their shrinkage was only 20 per
cent compared with !Ito per cent and
over for a number of previous weeks.
New York, Boston and Philadelphia
still show the loseiest depression,
while some of the western states ew
hibit relatively small declines in clear
lugs compared with last year. Rail-
road earnings, however, still make
scm ura in ross returns. orgy
tug 
a largely .diminished -volume of
Europe no serious consequetTeee 
would follow since We could compe: 
traffic. Over 375,ofor idle cars are
Its refura later on if needed. There 
reported. which is much the largest
ITW have been considerable 
expan-ttotal on record. Many of the roads
ston of loans during the current week. I are 
making heroie efforts to offset
the losses in net earnings by rigid
and ashough funds are returning economy. A prolonged continuance
freely from the :nikrior. the next
batik statement will be looked for- 
of alating-rondithrms would certainly
ward to withf,-,onsicierable Interest. 
st. nd the weak**. lines into bank-
at no distant date. In sheer
At Its Wore, self-defense the roads may' be forced,
As to general business conditions, to advance their rates 10 per cent
the present situation is very unsatis- tiniess traffic quickly recovers. This
factory and complex. The. wive of is a rate of increase which the roads
depression which began in Wall say would not be felt by the publ!c.
street with the panic has entirely left and would enable the roads to pre-
that district, and is now expending its serve their efficiency of service and
full force In the various departments nal their imperative obligations.
of eommerce and indostry. In some Such an increase wou:d, however,
quarters it appears  to hose exerted however. seriously injure our_eximrt
Its worst effects, while in others the trade, which Is largely dependent on
eristals Itill acute. In this iron trades ch.ep freights. The railroad set/a-
dverts-sten is extreme: -both orders lion Is eel-fairly critical and calls for
and profits being less than half those calm ancrjust consideration.
of a year ago. Whee there are signs Outlook.
of weakness in prices, the steel cm-  . 
Crop 
Perhaps the most encouraging
poration still adheres to its policy of 
maintaining values, and orders are 
feature at present is the crop outlook.
. it 
The season is fully two weeks earlier
much deferred in consequence 
last year, and weather condi-
had been hoped that improved oondi- th"
clone In the. money market. and re- 
lions have been particularly favors-
newed ability of the railroads to 
ble for cultivation and planting. No
damage has been reported from the
finance their requirements. would at 
least lead to the placing 
of larger late cool spell except to fruits. Re
orders for strectural iron and steel. 
porta as to winter wheat are exceed-
ingly flattering, conditions appear-
reteized to-a limited extent; for the 
ing to be considerably better than at
this time last
railroads are not in need. of new 
equip . jear. Colton is also
ment while so many cars and tocomo




are idle, and will, 
mareaver.iceived indicate no decrease in 
Good crops this year will ac-
probably confine their purchase for to-
structural material to work that must 
complish more than anything else 
be completed; postponing 
no _b_n_ I ward restoring business to normal
neceseery repairs and new work until 
volume and prosperity. Prices of all
agricultural prodacts are high and
Prices recede and industrial eondi-!
lions become more favorable. 
In the yield a good profit to the grower.
textile trade there is also much de
-,With chances, therefore, that there
presaion, but the outlook is brighter.l win be a 
good demand during the
(-riming year for everything which our
Production of both cotton goods and
woolens Is being curtailed to the ex- 
, farmers can grow there is every pros-
tent of 20 and 30 per cent. Prices 
pert of a very profitable, year for the
have declined 20 per cent and over; 
in 
classes'
wages and Paw materials have :ego 
I considering business prospects
fallen, so that the textile industry has 
one thing should be especially
Teethed a point In the process of re.- 
'borne in mind. We have now
 Iliad six months of very severe con-
e 
— I t rsfetion. Production Cannot be In-
definitely curtailed at the rate of 20'
per cent to 60 per cent. Such con-
traction is out of all proportion to
the actual decline in consumption.
Before long supplies mast become
greatly redueed. If not exhausted,
even if consumption were to continue
on present - redueed scale..EverY-
thing now points to at least a partial
;resumption of Industrial activity ere
'long as a result of better coaditions
,In the money market. Now that the
process of readjustment has been car-
ried on to a conelderable roost, re-
covery will begin here and there as
confidence revhee A rational resto-
ration of reonfidence is more to be de-
sired than anything else. UnneCestiary
isfears should he as carefully avoided
• unfounded optimism. It should
not be forgotten that the situation to-
ttill is radicte:e different from what
l existed a year ago. Then omit trou-
ble@ were ahead of Ile, now they are
,largely behind us. and will soon be-
come a matter of history. We have
enjoyed our prosperity on a high
basis. There Is really ample reason
for taking more hopeful viests regare-
FINE PLANTS
lirnneon's cut rate sale on
bedding plants is now going
on at their green houses in
RowinotItown.
A II 6c bedding plant*. ....




AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION Ole SIDE-
WALKS. TOGETHER WITH
CURB AND GUTTER. ON BOTH
SIDES OF BROADWAY. FROM
A POINT WHERE SAME INTER-
SECTS THE EAST CURB LINE
OF FIRST STREET TO A POINT!
WHERE SAME INTERSECTS
THE WEST CURB LINE OF
WATER STREET, ADOUT SEV-
ENTY-TWO FEET BELOW THE
EAST PROPERTY USE OF
BROADWAY; AND FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION 410 OF SI DE-
W A LK S. TOGETHER WITH
CURBING, FROM THE SOUTH
PROPERTY UNE OF BROAD-
WAY ON THE WEST SIDE OF
WATEIL-STREET, TO A POINT
WHERE SAME -INTERSECTS
THE NORTH CURB LINE OF
KENTUCKY AVENUE; AND FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SIDE-
WALKS. TOGETHER WITH
CURB AND GUTTER. ON THE
NORTH SIDE OF KENTUCKY
AVENUE, FROM A POINT
WHERE SAME INTERSECTS
.THE WEST PROPERTY LINE
OF WATER STREET TO A
POINT WIIERE SAME INTER-
SECTS -THE EAST CURB LINE
OF FIRST STREET, IN THE
CITY OF PADUCAH, KEN-
TUCKY,
Be It ordained by the Genera:
Council of the City of Paducah, Ken
tucky:
Section 1. That the sidewalks, to-
gether with the curbs and glitters, on
both sides of Broadway, from the east
b--Hae- er-F-k-st-strost-to-tbe- west.
curb line of Water street. about
seventy-two (72) feet below the east
property line of Broadway; and the
sdiwalks. together- with curbing. -on
the west side of Water street, from
the south property line of Tiroadway
to the north curb line of Kentucky
avenue: and the sidewalks, together
with curb and glitter, on the north
side of Kentucky avenue, from a
point where same intersects the west
firoperty line of Water street to a
pcint where same intersects the east
curb line of First street, in the City
of Paducah. Kentucky,—be, and the
sante is hereby ordeied to be origi-
nally constructed of the materials
hereinafter set out; all, of the side-
walks hereinabove mentioned, to-
gether with the gutters where pro-
vided for, shall be constructed of
graultold material, and all curbing
provfded for herein to be constructed.
.hall tlf of granite curbing tnaterial. 
suitab e;In all respects for gime cons
Itruction; all to be done in strict ac
cordanee with the plans, grades. speci-
fications, widths and profiles of the
City Engineer, made and provided
by him for such purpose, all of which
are adopted as a, part of this ordi-
nance as fully as if embraced herein
or attached hereto, and made a part
hereof,eand marked "A" foe more
specific Identification.
Sec. 2. That said work shall be
constructed under the direction of
the Board of Public Works and the
supervision of the City Engineer, and
shall be commenced at a time desig-
nated by contract for the performance
of said work, and completed on or
before six (6) months after the pass-
age. approval and publication of this
ordinance.
Sec. 3. The cost of such construc-
tion of said sidewalks, curbs and gut-
ters, shall be paid for wholiO by the
property owners abutting or fronting
thereon, to be apportioned to and
assessed against the property and
Property owners abutting thereon, ac--
cording to the number of front feet
abutting thereon, except. the City of
Paducah shall pay the entire cost of
all intersections of streets and public
alleys. if any such there be.
Sec. 4. The contractor awarded
the contract for the work herein pro-
vided for, shall be paid only upon
estimates furnished by the City En-
gineer, and approved by the Hoard of
Public Works, in accordance with the
terms of the contract made by the
contractor awarded Said eontract, and
the City of Paducah, for said work.
and in no other way. The sidewalks
herein provided for gishall be twelve
(12) feet wide.
Sec. 6. This ordinance shal take
effect from and after its passage, ap-
je-oval and publication.
Approved May 2. 190e.
ED D. HANNAN.
President Board of Aldermen.
Approved May 2. 1905,
H. R. LINDSF.Y.
President Board of Councilmen.
Approved May 2, 1905.
JAMES P. SMITH, Mayor.
Attest, May 2, 1908.
MAURICE M'INTYRE,
City Nerk
sodden or marked revival. hut that
conditions are changing and now
positively favor progress towards nor-
mal conditions. What effect this will
have upon the stock market remains
to be seen. Securities have already
had a very substantial rise, which
may lead to partial tealizing. but In
the long run values seem destined to
reach a higher level, and Wall street
as usual is discounting the nation's
recovery In advance. The great dan-
ger is that the re-readjustment and
liquidation which is the only true
basis of renewed confidence and re-
covery. Several industries are still
resisting the inevitable decline in
prices which must come and which
would do much towards an Industrial
revival. In these cases our great cor-
poration managers are often standing
In their own light. Resistance to the
law of supply and demand simply
means • more violent readjustment
than If allowed to operate naturally
tag the future. This doet nct mean and quietly.
4114.1 the country is on the ed • of al 
HENRY CLEWS.
duties as sergeant of the force. Chief 
Collins has placed the patrolmen on
beats as follows:
Broadway—William Johnson.
Fourth and Broadway—Eituus Car-
ter.




Third street— Aaron Hurley,
Mechanicsburg—Mik-e Dugan.
Those who will wodk double front
6 o'clock at night, until 5 o'clock in
the morning. are:
Droadway---Crose and Drennan.




Union Station—Rouse and Bryant
Fisherville—Eich and Owen.




Your baby? You wonder why he
cries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream
Vermlfuge and he will never cry.
Most babies have worms, and the
mothers don't know it. White's Cream
Verrnlfuge rids the child of worms
and cleans out its system in a pleas-
ant way. Every mother should keep
a bottle of this medicine In the house.
With it, fear need never enter her
mind. Price J. H. Oehischlae-
ger, Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley. .
Go to a tailor for a wedding silt





If you' want your carats BEATEN and NOT
CLE NF.D send them elsewhere. It you want th• m
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.




C. L. Van Meter, Manager.





LI. REBPONLO TO ALL NIGH If
(*ALIA OF POLICE! .
ICE! ICE!'
Plain Ckithes Sian Henry Bailey Will
Be On Duty at pollee station
fr Thie Su ler.
a
The change in the working hours of
the police bc:Ame effective last night
when the. night men went on duty at
o'clock and worked until o'clock
this morning, when the day men went
to work. The change in hours was
n.ade by Chief Collins owing to -the-
warm weather. One patrolman will
work on a beat in day time, but at
night two patrolmen will work to-
goiter. Detective Henry -Bailey will
sinswer calls to the patrol wagon, and
this will eliminate the evil of-the pa-
trolman leaeing his beat when he
See that you get Correct






'The last time I gave you money.",, /
the kindly old lady, "you prom-
ised you wouldn't walk right into
saloon and spend it."
- "Dot's right, lady," said the Hobo.
"Yes, but as soon as Jaw ) get -the*,
money you did." •
"Say, lady, don't youse know the
difference between a walk an' a
sprint?"—Philadelphia Press.
th
makes a catch. Then in a burry call No Use to Die.
for a patrolman, Detective Dailey will "I i9 tie 
of
 hav found rocutetuhuale as 
long
t.thereis anourea s
will do ail of the detective-work, but You can get Dr. King's New Discov-
in case of an emergency Detective cry." says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush-
Bailey will be called into service. bpco. Pa "I Would not be alive today
Emile Gourieux, who has been assist-enly for that Wonderful medicine. It
tug as a detective, will resume his Ilounsegnselseup. aancod ucithureqsuiekluenrgthadnisaeaniey-
even after the case Is pronounced
hopeless." This most reliable reme-
dy for coughs and eq)de, lagrippe.
asthma, bronchitis and hoarsen. se, Is
sold under guarantee at all druggists.
Otse. and $1.1X). bottle free.Trial
-Birdie—Won't you go over and sit
or-the-egg a while, dear
.DIckie—No; I'm no mollycoddle.—
et. Louis Post-Dispatch,'
1 All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this




Rubber Stamps arid Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-,













Distilled in the spring :of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. ;
For the cupboard aid medicise






"Please. sir, th• squire's compliments, and 'e tends m• to say that 'e doesn't
Woo skating on this pond."
"Willi, give your master my v•ry kindest regards and tell him that I don't
either."
TOBACCO NEWS FT. WAYNE, IND.,
HOTEL DESTROYEDLouisville Market.
Louisville, May 4.-The local to-
bacco market for the week was a
rather tame affair. According to the
offirts÷ reporteese-offeetege at burley
were the smallest of the year. Total
offerings were also rather low, al-
though dark offerings were decidedly
larger than the offerings of burley.
Total offerings aggregated 1.543
hogsheads 969 of which were dark
and the balance burley_ .
Prices, as a rule, held up very well.
There was a good demand for the
common and medium grades of bur-
ley, and on some of the better grades
slight advances were noted.
'the dark market continued about
steady. Auction offerings of air-
cured tobacco were in poor condition,
but the fired or export tobacco was in
pretty good shape. Trash and lugs
were fractionally higher, and fired
and export grades were steady to firm
Rehandling gradert, however, were
Irregular..
Private sales of 250 hogsheads of
614 .burley under control qf the So-
eke,' -oe-lettnity were -reported. Sales,-
Of ase hogsheada of old retitled Green
rivers to various persons were also
reported.
' The following are the revised quo-
tations on leaf tobacco as compiled
by the committee on quotations of the
Louisville Leaf Tobacco exchange for
dark tobaqco the week ending May 1,
1908:
























Common leaf (short) ..$9.00 6 9-50





Fine and selections 11.00 0 12.00
Export.
\*rash,. (sound) $7.006 7.50
Common lugs ...  7.500 8.00
Medium lugs  8.000 8.50
Good lugs S  500 9.50
Common leaf (short)  9.000 10.40
Common leaf  ,.l0.0042 10.50
Medium leaf 10.75011.751
Good leaf  12.00013.00 :
Fine and selections . _13.00016.00
1%07 Crop.
Mfg
Hendricks  over .the, railing and she
dropped to the PlaitaWMOUthe story
below. He then dropped his eon into
the waiting arms of his wife and they
all made their way to the ground.
Leaped Three Stories.
When the fire was at its height. E.
M. Matthews, at a third story window,
was seen wildly waving his arms for
moment and then leaped from the
window. He was picked up desperate-
ly injured. A score or more, women
employed in the hotel were in the up-
per rooms in the rear part of the lio
tel. Most of them escaped without
injury, but some in their frenzy
leaped to the alley.
That there are still many bodies in
the% ruins is the belief of Fire Chief
Hilbrecht. and Chief of Police Acken-
bruck. •
The hotel apd furnishings, were
_valued. at $841.0400.'
Hair Raising Experience.
R. S. Lewis, of Chicago, was driven
from his room on the third floor to a
window ledge. The flames were leap-
ing about him, and he swung down
from window to w.ipdow. The firemen
hoisted a ladder to aid him, but it be-
came entangled In the wires. Lewis
became exhausted, his grasp loosened
andelfeediethewd- lust as the ladder was
raised under his feet, but he managed
to save himself.
Anisistame.
A R. Ballot, of New York, had al-
moist a similar experience. The flames
were in his room when he awoke. He
groped his way through the smoke to
the windows and crawled out upon the
kdge and clang there easing away
Inch at a time_aa the tames curled
from the window. He was just about
to take chances in a leap of four stor-
ies to the hard asphalt beneath hint
when a hand was thrust down to him
from the roof of the adjoining build-
lag and he was pulled to safety.
Tenement Fire.
New York. May 4.-Early Sunday
morning fire in a four story brick
tenement house, 17 Hutitholdt [greet,
a thickly populated district, Brooklyn.
caused the death of six, and serious
injury of four people.
Every member of one family, eon-
[listing of the mother and four chil-
dren, are among the dead.
Trash (green or mixed) $6004 6.564 Miiif a II*V7JCII UT inure people. who
Trash (sound)  
6.500 .7.00 were trapped in the upper stories,
Common lugs  7.000 were saved by jumping into life net..7.50
7.750 8.50 The financial loos caused bb the fire
Good lugs  8.500 9.00 „IA estimated 
at ten thoutband dollars.
The dead are: Mrs. Dora Abrams.Coinmon leaf (short)  8.500 9.001
Common leaf  9.00010.00 Mrs. Amelia Hirschorn, Fannie
Medium leaf ,  10.0042 10.50 Rimehorn. who sustained severe
Good leaf  11.004212.00 birns, and Anna Hirschorn, who suf-
Fine and selections 12.00 13.e5 , feted a broken shoulder from jumping
keheeeleelfrom a window into a life net.
Good lugs$8.006 8.501 The fire started in the cellar of the
Common leaf (short I   8.000 8.50 building, early Sunday morning. when
CM1113101 leaf ,  8.750 9.50 the people comprising eighe families
Medium leaf  9.50010.241110ex in the house were aeleep. When
God leaf  10.504211.00 the firemen came the fire had spread
Fine and selections 11.50 012.00 through the entire I'm of the house,
Export. where the ere escapes were, and the
Trash (green,or mixed) $1',100 6. 6.50 ; ttrror stricken inmates of the upper
Trash (Sound)  6.500 7.00 floors had been driven to the front
Common lugs  7.000 7.50 rooms, where they were hanging
Medium lugs   7.750 8.50 from the windows shrieking for help
Medium lugs
Good lugs  8.506 9.50
Common leaf (short)  9.504210.00
Common leaf  10.00010.50
Medium leaf  11,00012.00
Good leaf  120001:1.00
N. B.-Unsound or defective in
condition, length or color. or mitred
packages, from lc to ec lower.
Graded Tobacco.
Maytierd, Ky., May 4.-Thomas
Mylm. grader for the assoctheion, has
returned from Guthrie, where be and
the other graders graded 4.000 hogs-
heads of tobacco. This now makes a
total of 35.000 hogsheads graded to
date. About 8,000 has been sold so
4tr.
"BridgetMellid Mrs. ftronchey, "1
don't like the looks of that man who
called to see you Duet night"
"Well, well." replied Bridget, "ain't
It funny, ma'am? He said the same
about 3•ou.---Philadelphi5 Press
"This chicken pot pie reminds pie
of a good book."
"'Maketh a full man?'"
It helf calf ---Cleyc'amt
I. ad, r
Ladders and life tees were quickly
brought into use, and most of the
Imperilled persons were thus rescued
The Abrams family lived on the
thirefloor. For sonic reason the
flames swept through their apart-
athees, so that the only way of escape
was by jumping from the windows.
Charles Abrama and his sister, Anna.
did this, but both struck an iron rail-
ing and were dead when picked up.
Mrs. Abrams and her other chil-
dren„ Sadie and Carrie, were burned
11 death, clasped In each other's arms.
Mrs. Abrams, was the widciw of
M:chael Abrams, who was at, in-
terpreter in the Brooklyn pollee courts
for many yews.
Although there is no evidence of
Incendiaries), the origin, of the *re
was so peculiar that the authorities
will Make a rigid Investigation.
Kiss Cunning -"Why don't you
;demos" to her by telephone, then?"
gr. Homier ItimIdl- "Maybe ahe
eculdn't know who I was."
Miss Ounninge- "Exactly: that





Will be Called to Try Men
Charged With Night Riding.
Trigg Furnace Sumbeet Held Over at
Prelit oo ii alp Hearing at reader.
WHAT CAPITAL THINKS OF IT
Murray, Ky. May 4.-Judge
Thomas P. Cook has ordered a two
weeks' special term of court to be
held immediately preceding the regu-
lar August term. The judge has done
this that all the regular business of
that term may be disposed of and
that the whole time of the regular
term may be used in trying the night
rider cases. This moee indicates that
Judge Cook, with other officials here.
Ic determined that these case's shall
be triad as quickly as possible. This
is very gratifying to most of the cit-
teens here, as many have feared that
through the dilatory tactics of the de-
fense these cases would drag along
for years and come finally to naught.
ITaraing.
Frankfort, Ky., May 4.-A grave
ceetwiereteeca. 
ridges, and eartridgees cn top 'of a
for a headstone, and a box that had
contained matches, with matches ly-
ing on top of it for the footstone, was
the unique warning in a scraped to-
bacco bed given to an independent to-
bacco grower in the Harvieland neigh-
borhood In this county last week.
This warning notice was reported
to Adjt. Gen. Johnston today by the
soldiers who have been touring Frank-
lin county.
Afraid to Report.
The man who had planted the bed
feared to report the matter lest he
should be treated mere severely by
th night riders. and Adjt. G-n. Joann-
ton has requested that hie name be
withheld.
This tobacco bed is possibly the
only one in Franklin ecunty, and un-
til this case had been reportedeto the
adjutant general's ollice-it Was not be-
lieved that there 'Yeas tobacco bed
In this cotenty.
The report that there are a male
and female detective, employed either
by the governor or the fire marshal,
at work in this couety, will not be
confirmed nor denied by either of
these departments.
To Enforce Law,
Gen. Johnston said today that the
impression current that the soldiers
uere kept on patrol for the iourpose
of Intimidating the tobacco growers
and other tamers is a mistaken idea.
but that they are kept on patrol duty
to show the people that the law is
everywhere in the state of Kentucky.
Atilt. Gen. Johnston today received
a letter from Brigadier Williams, who
Is in Trigg county, setting forth in
detail the condition in that county,
which Gen. Williams sayetemuld-hard-
'y be worse.
He said that the intimidation was
so strong there that numerous fires
and whippings had occurred that had
not been reported.
For Night Riding.
He also stated that the report sent
out that the arrests In Trigg county
made by his soldiers were the result
ol the fend between the negroes and
whites was erroneous. for some ot the
men arrested were taken in custody on
the charge of night riding.
A much more elaborate campaign is
now being planned against the night
riders than the one that resulted in
the arrests of the men In Calloway
and Trigg counties.
Trigg enemy Cases.
Cadiz, Ky., May 4.-After an ex-
amining tfial Saturday In the count/
court. eudge Bingham held the
twelve men accused of banding to-
gether to drive negroes away from
Center Furnace under bond of $506
ath tdanswcr to the grand jury.
which meets here the third Monday in
May. The accused men are James
Ackley. James Heston. Ebb Woods,
Willie Sherbert, Rouse Forsythe. Hen-
ry Poreythe, Mode Ethridge, lames
Alldridge, John Alidridge. Ben Wood,
James Oakley and Walt Meredith. All
gave bond and were released,
Walter Goodwin, who swore out the
warrants, was the principal witness
for the prosecution. He said that
about five weeks ago five of the de-
fendants induced him to meet with
them In a field at night when they dis-
cussed the whipping of Zees MIliqr, •
negro. A few nights later he 'Wind-
ed another meeting whn nine of the
defendants were present, he said, and
a tong diseusltion was held about
whipping three neeroes and a white
mod lie said one of the men at she
meeting said: "It Is time for our
bosses to learn their places."
The witness said the men referred
t anwye.re J. B. White and G. W. Dixon,
of C n
m 
enter Furnace, and L. W. Lato
of the Hillman Land and Iron com-
pany,
Later. some ,of the men, Goodwin
said, put on masks and vomt to the
home of a farmer minted Wilson and
tired several shots The other witness-
es for the state told little that war;
material.
None of the defendants beetled
Twelve witnesses, among them F M
Atwood. Enos Lester. Will Jones, W
L.. Minton, George Grayboy. W. L.
Ladd and ('. K. Torten, were put on
(lie stand to testify that Goodwin%
t at Ion for veratab was bn,i
U'en. Wilflaifl11 and les roldters att,
NINETY AND NINE
Just now when some weak
kneed merchants are suffer-
ing of a complication of
buck-ague and timidity, let-
ting up on their efforts to
push business, the man of
i 
, .
action s getting more DUS1-
Bess than ever before. Last
month The Sun increased
its average circulation 131 4"
subscribers. What did it?
Going After It!
V.
still here, but will probably leave stet
go through the northern part of the
county on the way to itopkinsville.
Gen. Williams said that while he wde
between the firers he learned-of sev-
eral night rider otitragee that "terve
never bcome public and that he tented




sales. 390: admit stock, 4,995. Berbers'
seek, 221Fhogeheads, sellers' sitiate
14.76e ,The above does not include
!association tobacco received here.The shignients in April were 1,053
hogsheads,
The receipts during the past week
in, the open market were 519 hogs-
1heads. sales. 98. The market re-
demand fur all grades of tobacco
Wined firm to strong. with a good
rfered.
The receipts of loose tobacco are
' goodlor this period of the year. The
;ewe' salesman for the Planters' Pro-
tective association reports the sale of
191 hogsheads last week, at militate
WILL B IN ORDER 't'- 
prices.
The r"""ing Pr"' 
are
quoted for tobacco:
Low legs, $7.006 7.50; common
$7.750n.25; medium lugs,
$8.56 ft 9.00; good lugs, $9.2511
There will soon be a keen coMpe- ; I° 00; low leaf. $19.256 11.25e
common leaf. $11.50 012.50; me-Mimi between the Italian and Getman I
buyers for the tobacco controlled by i Villitnsiletiatis$.5103.;00nftnellietiattr. ; good leaf,
the association le the belief of Mr.
John M. Allen, one of the associatio11,118'"'
organisers, who was here this morti- 1,
hug en route to Benton. white he will
speak today. Mr. Alien says that the
grades of tobacco most suitable to the,
German market are extremely scarce
this year, and the only grade that they
substitute Is the grade bought by the
Rattan government. This feet will
ckuse the Italian buyers to have rehl-
p.tition.  He says that by June 1 ehe
big rush for the tobacco will be on,
as all tobacco that stands The I Will Open at S 'Tomorrow for Clear.
sweats" successfully is In fine cond.- *nee tif spring Salle, Waist*
lion for export. as it may be shipped , d -Kkirea.
across the ocean without damage. 
an 
"I am sorry that the night rider
troubles carne up," said Mr. Allen.
"There was absolutely no occasion 101` In this rmile will be sold all cloth
I' and the responsibility in a measure
is placed agelmg the association.
which organization was a success be-
fore night ridfng was Institut et. But
it will be shown finally that the 111010-
elation had nothing to do with it anti
association ofnciale are as much (m-
ix:teed to lawlessness as anybody."
The Predestine.
The tobacco product of the "blac',,
patch" averages about 75seteu hogs-
heads a year, while the. anerklation
claims to control about 40.000 hogs-
beads this year or Over 50 per cent of
the entire crop.. The Italian contracts
call for about 20.000 hogsheads, the
Bremen market uses about 16,000,
while the remainder is sold to the
French, Engligh, Slpanish and Aus-
trian buyers: The four governments
that have a monopoly on the tobacco'
trade are Italy. Spain; France And
Austria,
LEVY'S BIG SALE




Clarksville, Tenn., May 4.-The re-
ceipts in the open tobacco market
here in April were 2,395 hogsheads; the company's ears were In servIce.
• and every car was packed Close to
25.000 fares, were collected. - The
day passed off quietly and there was
little disorder for the police to in-
vestigate.
B. C. Woods Leaves City.
B. C. Woods. who left Riverside
hospital. Friday, has not been found
by this police department. Wooer;
was the young man found at Elev-
enth and Caldwell street with a but,
let In his hip. His story was that a
strange, idiot him because he refused
to run fast enough. However, the
pence doubted his statement, and
Wished to hold him. The wound
healed rapidly and last Friday Woods
Was dacharged from the hospital be-
cause, the hospital did Set know he
was wanted by the police.
and Panama suits. Reductions in
skirts and shirt waists, cut prices on
linen sults and skirts, and a hes mark
dean in silk pettkoata. This will be
one of our greatest sales, due to the
fact It's now. In the heart of the sea-
son and only the most seasonable
goods will be shown. Sale starts to-
morrow morning and continues








CAME FROM ST. IANCIS.
Nearly 1.000 people were In the
city from St. Louis yesterday, coming
on the excursion of the Sportsman's
'league. The excuriflon train arrived
at 9 o'clock and came from over the
;river, the transit. jboat DeKoven mak
ing two trips te'e bring ovef the
icoaches. Many lef the visitors opentthe day at the park to see the airship.
The excursion returned about 6
o'clock. The traction company did
tine biggeee Sunday business of this
year In carrying passengers. All of '
Tee the Wan for Job Work.
Many important drainage





It a great agrieultieral country
MONDAY, MAY 4.
FOR SAFE KEEPING
(Ill4.1. 11 hil,.tI Eit 411.' Ws Keil ei tti
IN J tit. TIIPIRE.
Takeo Hack te Central I ̀ Hy Where
Motion for Reel WIll Be
:trove'.
110141110•111e, Ky , May 4-w. E.
lierdwiek, the men litho is charged
with killing J. It Wood, the union
miner leader. at Central City several
nights ago, was smuggled lato the
• tluistkin twenty jail at this place
mute days since and ass kept there
utell Iasi night when he was taken
beet to Central City. An indietntent
was reteened against hint yesterday
and the argument for bond is to be
made today.
When elardwick was brought here
he was placed Lig a buggy and the trip
madeepeeriand. It was not cowed-
ered safe for him to remain in Central
City.
Teie Meniteld Bled.
It would not be possible for one to
hunt at all if he could really believe
that which many good people beli,'ve,
that Is the invasion of the quiet wood
and fled he ruthiegaly forces into the
life of bird and Winel a new element
or dread, shadowing teeth very (aisl-
e-este and taking from it most If not
all of thbeleetuf living. Quite plainly
true Is it that t-b-47-1-tiie1aettegilfultleettf-
danger: that the gun dug is an animal
to be feared hi thobie whom he keen_
to bunt: that the approach of 111110)"
the. approach 01 a reneable enemy.
4).lan and dog and gun are signs to the
!bird that it .14 well to fly iota to seek
some other less disturbed resting place
This is not a pleasant thing for the
bird; it is often very inconvenient:
but that it means hysteria of fear and
cataclysm of teener isJseeend my un-
derstanding. Watohing birds when
the game is on gives me no ground for
letieving that tbe disturbance of what
they may powers in the way of feel-
tity i• anything mare than momen-
tary, or more than one experience out
of thousands, which ...tette into their
11.1..ese every %moon and against which
thy nature they are Toren






IMI*1 'Hit' P A bell iwr.w IT H-
OUT ASKING A SINGLE
QUINTION. TELLS NAME,
AGE AND OCCI'PATIoN
1W EVERT CALLER. SO
('IN THE FUTURE RE
TOLD.
HE WILL TELL YOU WHAT
YOU CALLED IPOR--ANY-
THING YOU WANT IN)
KNOW - ADV1141C THAT
WILL 110 0001).
ARK VOU lei TROUBLE Olr
ANT KIND?
Discontentea. unhappy, or
not satisfied In life? Have
you any domestic or Past trot)*
hies that annoy you? But no
matter what yOur troubles
May be, yob will be tole of
them and receive the proper
-aitetee.
HOW TO oVERCOME ALI,
Ti4e)(111,1•44.
Your past, your present life
amid your entire future, and
everything can be told by con-
sulting this world eminent
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who is the greatest Master of
oieult science and psychic
forces the world has ever
known His predictions are
aIwns correct, and never fall
ti come true, as thousands Or
people w1,11 testify.
PGKITIA' ELT l'A RA NTEF.11




nintion regarding all kinds of
busitiess, law suits. claims.
«McMinn*, Investments, spec-
ntions, changes wills, pen-
sions, Insurance, deeds, mort-




IA)'. F, ItTellIP 51)
MARRIAGE.
Gives truthful revelations
in all love affairs. troubles.
-marriages, fainfly diSeulties
and divorce. Settles lovers'
quarrets. gives name of the
title you will marry and date
or marriage, how to sin the
men or woman you hive, etc.
HOW TO CI)NTROI, AND
FASCINATE ANYONE
YOU UM AND ADMIRE.
No matter what your life
has been I will wart you right
again. I will tell you bow to
control friends and enemies.
Thousands have beironwelteepe-
by taking my advice. With,
out your asking one question
I will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom sad
when you will mirry. Call
and I will send polo away hap-
pier, when- and bolder than
before; the 14 and brollies-
hearted go away Alt irse
happy. 
se 116.
Prtrate parlors. Hours 9
a- in. to 9n. m. daily and Sun-
day.
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